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Abstract

Enzymes catalyze most of the biochemical reactions in our cells. The functionality of enzymes

depends on their dynamics starting from small bond vibrations in the fs timescale to large do-

main motions in the microsecond-millisecond timescale. Understanding the precise and rapid

positioning of atoms within a catalytic site by an enzyme’s molecular movements is crucial for

understanding biomolecular processes and for realizing synthetic biomolecular machines in the

longer term. Hence, sensors capable of studying enzymes over a wide range of amplitudes and

timescale and ideally one enzyme at a time are required. Many capable single-molecule tech-

niques have been established in the past three decades, each with its pros and cons. This thesis

presents the development of one such single-molecule sensor. The sensor is based on plasmoni-

cally enhanced whispering gallery mode resonators and is capable of studying enzyme kinetics

and large-scale dynamics over the timescale of ns-seconds. Unlike fluorescence techniques which

require labeling of the enzymes with dyes, the technique presented in this work detects single

enzymes immobilized on the surface of plasmonic gold nanoparticles. A fast, low-noise, lock-in

method is utilized to extract sensor signals in the microsecond timescale. Using a model enzyme,

the ability of the sensor to detect conformational fluctuations of single enzymes is shown. Fur-

ther, the thermodynamics of the enzyme is studied and the relevant thermodynamic parameters

are extracted from the single-molecule data. Additionally, we extract the heat capacity changes

associated with the enzyme using the single-molecule data. The sensor system presented in this

thesis in the future could enable a fast, real-time, rapid throughput, lab-on-chip sensor system

for studying single enzymes for both research and clinical use.

keywords: enzymes, dynamics, single molecule, plasmonics, whispering gallery mode
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Single-molecule techniques are revolutionizing biology. Single-molecule techniques such as cur-

rent measurements across as nanopore (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK) and single-

molecule fluorescence microscopy (Illumina Inc., San Diego, USA) are already available as com-

mercial products and enabling the study of biology at unprecedented resolution and throughput.

Super-resolution microscopy with techniques based on photoactivated localization microscopy

(PALM),1 stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM),2 and stimulated emission

depletion (STED)3 and many variants4 have started to provide previously unattainable insights

into protein folding, DNA sequencing, enzyme kinetics, and cellular function. In the domain

of optics, advancements in the fields of nanophotonics, laser technology and micro/nano fab-

rication has resulted in a cascade of single-molecule sensing technologies that do not require

fluorescent labelling of molecules. This thesis presents the development of one such single-

molecule technique based on the combination of optical whispering gallery modes (WGMs) and

plasmonic nanoparticles.

This chapter provides an introduction to the work presented in this thesis. The chapter is

organized as follows. Firstly, a motivation for developing single-molecule sensors is presented.

Secondly, an introduction to proteins as a class of molecules with dynamics in space and time

that would benefit from the single-molecule analysis is presented. Thirdly, the state-of-the-art

techniques of studying proteins over various spatial and temporal scales are discussed. Fourth,

the state-of-the-art plasmonic and microcavity based sensors that have achieved single-molecule

sensitivity are described in brief. Finally, an overview of the sensor system established in this

thesis is presented and the major outcomes are listed.

1.1 Why single-molecules?

The modern scientific and quantitative form of studying chemical reactions is at least a cen-

tury old. The unit of measurement in physical chemistry is a mole, where 1 mole is approxi-

mately 1023 molecules. Typical experiments involve using analyte concentrations in the range

of nM−mM, that is, 1014 − 1020 molecules. The physics of these reactions can be studied

1



INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1. Examples of domains where single-molecule measurements are useful.
(a) A representation of molecular heterogeneity. In real systems, especially biological, there is
considerable variation among individual macromolecules of the same species. (b) A schematic
representation of molecular sub-populations. In many systems, different molecules of the same
species can exist is different states forming sub-populations of molecules. (c) A schematic
of a two-state transition reaction. The reactants have to cross two energy barriers to form
products. Studying such reactions are greatly benefited by single-molecule techniques. (d) A
schematic of non-uniform kinetics in chemical reactions. Reactions with the same reactants
in almost identical conditions can have very different rates, depending on local environment.
(e) A schematic of molecular mechanics of macromolecules like large polymers or proteins.
Single-molecule studies simplify the study of mechanical and thermodynamic behaviour of these
motions. (f) A schematic representation of reaction having a ”rough” energy landscape where
reactions can take multiple paths. Single-molecule experiments can help identify the probability
for a reaction to explore certain paths and study ’rare’ events. Image adapted with permission
from Dellago and Bolhuis5 Copyright 2007 Springer Publishing Group.

by defining ensemble properties such as entropy and temperature. These ’ensemble’ or ’bulk’

methods work extremely well for capturing the physics of reactions involving simple molecules

containing tens to hundreds of atoms in most cases. However, in the regime of macromolecules

such as synthetic polymers, DNA, RNA, proteins, and enzymes containing tens to hundreds

of thousands of molecules, these ensemble studies are inadequate to provide a fundamental

physical picture. By averaging over the ensemble of molecules, the information on the hetero-

geneity of the sample becomes inaccessible. Another regime where ensemble studies fall short

is reactions on surfaces such as metal layers acting as catalysts or electrodes, lipid bilayers, and

cell membranes. Both these regimes are critical in modern science. Understanding polymers,

biomacromolecules, and reactions on surfaces are key for industrial applications, health, and

research. These are some key areas where single-molecule studies can help bridge the gap be-

tween theory and experiments. Figure 1.1 shows sketch representations of some domains where

single-molecule experiments are useful.

2



INTRODUCTION

A seemingly homogeneous sample of a macromolecule, although chemically identical, can have

considerable variation in its function due to variations in the 3D structure and dynamics of

individual molecules. The sketch in Figure 1.1a illustrates this using various green circles where

the color indicates the chemical homogeneity, and the varying sizes indicating heterogeneity in

the organization. Alternatively, as represented in Figure 1.1b molecular sub-populations could

be formed (different colors) which may be spatially localized, for example, distribution of vari-

ous proteins within cells. Studying these individual or small population variations in molecules

requires the ability to visualize individual molecules. Reactions involving biomolecules and reac-

tions on surfaces often go through multiple transition states where the rate-limiting step is often

difficult to identify as sketched in Figure 1.1c. Catalytic reactions at heterogeneous surfaces

are influenced by the local environment of the catalytic site resulting in a non-uniform reaction

kinetics. For example reactions on the surface of a gold nanoparticle are influenced by the

local structure of the gold surface and the presence of ad-atoms as represented in Figure 1.1d.

Single-molecule experiments provide a direct way of measuring the kinetics at catalytic surfaces

and through different transition states. Most proteins and enzymes undergo large-scale confor-

mational changes during their function (Figure 1.1e). The amplitudes and timescales of these

motions are critical to understanding their function. Processes involving biomacromolecules can

be represented by an energy landscape picture where a process such as protein folding starts

with the unfolded polymer in a high energy state and falls through a funnel-like energy land-

scape to reach the stable configuration represented by the bottom of the funnel. In some cases,

these processes can take multiple paths to reach the lowest energy configuration if the energy

landscape is ’rough’ as represented in Figure 1.1f. Single-molecule experiments offer a direct

method to measure molecular mechanics, the probability of processes to explore certain paths

and hence aid in the study of ’rare’ molecular events.

1.2 Proteins as dynamic molecules

The previous section provided some key fields where single-molecule experiments prove ex-

tremely useful. In this section, we will focus on a particular class of single molecules, proteins.

We will look at why proteins are interesting to study at the single-molecule level. Proteins

are macromolecules that perform numerous important functions such as catalyzing reactions,

transporting molecules, and cellular signaling. Proteins gain their functionality from a complex

three-dimensional structure and the ability to change this structure over time. X-ray crystal-

lography has led to the identification of the three-dimensional structure of a large number of

proteins to a single-digit Å resolution. A comprehensive database of static protein structures

is available via the Protein Data Bank (PDB).7 However, proteins are not static. They are

in constant motion and can be viewed as sampling a large ensemble of conformations around

an average structure due to thermal energy. Moreover, proteins exhibit changes in these con-

formations on a variety of time scales which is now recognized as key to their functionality.

A complete description of proteins requires a multidimensional energy landscape that defines

the relative probabilities of the conformational states and the energy barriers between them.6

Frauenfelder et al. first hypothesized that the functionality of a protein (rebinding of carbon

3
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Figure 1.2. (a) One-dimensional cross-section through the energy landscape of a protein show-
ing the heirarchy of dynamics and the energy barriers. (b) Timescale of dynamic processes in
proteins and the experimental methods capable of detecting motions in each timescale. Image
adapted from Henzler-Wildman et. al.6 Copyright 2007 Springer Nature

monoxide and oxygen to Myoglobin) can be described by an energy-landscape picture.8 Sub-

sequent studies9–12 reinforced the energy landscape picture to describe protein function and

suggested that both solvent and ligands influence the landscape. The dynamics of proteins are

complex involving varied timescales, amplitudes, and direction of the fluctuations. The energy

landscape is hence multidimensional and also tied to a particular set of temperature, pressure,

and solvent conditions. Henzler-Wildman6 classifies protein motions into different tiers (0,1,2)

based on their timescales and free energy. Figure 1.2a shows a one-dimensional cross-section

through the energy landscape of a protein indicating the hierarchy of protein dynamics and en-

ergy barriers. Figure 1.2b shows the timescales of motions and experimental methods capable

of detecting fluctuations on each timescale.

1.3 Methods for studying protein dynamics

Various experimental and simulation techniques are available to describe the structure and dy-

namics of proteins in the last few decades. X-ray crystallography,13,14 cryo-electron microscopy

(cryo-EM),15 small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS),16 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spec-

troscopy17–20 and mass spectroscopy have provided the bulk of the information regarding the

dynamics of proteins often with atomic resolution. However, the above mentioned experimen-

tal techniques are ensemble measurement techniques requiring synchronization of millions of

molecules. In this section, we will mainly focus on the single-molecule techniques that are now

being used to answer questions previously inaccessible by these ensemble methods.

Force spectroscopy using optical or magnetic tweezers and atomic force microscopy21 has pro-

vided detailed measurements of the elasticity of nucleic acids, measurement of bond energies,

4
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lifetimes, and entire energy landscapes. Single-molecule force spectroscopy, in general, measures

the extension of a molecule attached to the force probe when mechanical tension is applied

across the molecule. Woodside et. al22 provide a detailed guide on the reconstruction of energy

landscapes from various types of single-molecule force spectra. The main concern with force

spectroscopy is that the natural dynamics of the protein might be hindered due to the external

forces applied and the attachment protocols. Hence, alternative techniques to monitor proteins

in the native state are sought. The most popular technique in this class is based on the fluores-

cence from single-molecules.23,24 The large range of fluorescent dyes, combined with optimized

optics, efficient detectors, and algorithms have made single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy

the method of choice for dynamic studies in the past decade. Additionally, single-molecule

Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET), can accurately measure Å distances allowing

characterization of distance over time.25 Single-molecule fluorescence experiments have finally

reached a stage where critical molecular and biological questions are being answered. For ex-

ample, Chung et al. recently studied the dynamics of barrier crossing in small α-helical proteins

using single-molecule fluorescence experiments.26

Complementary to the experimental methods, computational techniques have been pivotal in

understanding protein dynamics. Although experimental methods provide information on the

conformation sub-states, an atomic-resolution description of the change from one ’valley in

the energy landscape to another’ is currently out of experimental reach, due to extremely low

probability and short lifetimes of the high energy conformers.6 Computation has the key ad-

vantage of being capable of describing the position of each atom in a protein over time starting

from a known atomic-resolution 3D structure. An accurate description of all transitions can

be obtained provided a perfect description of the protein-solvent system is given by the force

field (a parameter set describing the potential energy of all atoms).27 Molecular dynamics

simulations have evolved as a means of studying protein dynamics with massively parallelized

open-source solvers such as NAMD,28 LAMMPS,29 and GROMACS.30 However, even with high

computational resources all-atom, long-timescale ( > 1µs) simulations of even small proteins

is challenging. To overcome this limitation, several simplifications to the force-fields have been

developed such as normal mode analysis,31 Gaussian network models,32 FIRST (Floppy in-

clusion and rigid substructure topography),33 and Gō models.34 D.E. Shaw and co-workers

recently designed Anton, a massively-parallel, specialized supercomputer for molecular dynam-

ics simulations35 and reported picoseconds to millisecond dynamics of Human Ubiquitin with

all atomic simulations.36 Although computational methods can provide critical insights into

protein dynamics, experimental validation is always necessary.
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1.4 Plasmonic and optical microcavity

single-molecule sensorsi

In the following section, we will look at the state-of-the-art of two relatively recent systems

to achieve single-molecule detection capability, namely optical microcavities, and plasmonic

nanoparticles. These platforms although not established like fluorescence techniques, show

great potential for label-free, real-time, single-molecule sensing over timescales of picoseconds

to hours. The work presented in this thesis uses both optical microcavities and plasmonic

nanoparticles to develop a sensor system capable of studying single protein dynamics.

Optical microcavities and plasmonic nanoparticles fall in the general category of resonance

based sensors. Specific boundary conditions in these systems result in the formation of optical

or plasmonic resonances. Similar to a tuning fork, the frequency of the resonances is morphology

dependent, that is, dependent on the geometry of the structures, the properties of the material,

and the surrounding medium. The interaction of a biomolecule with these resonances results

in a change in the resonance spectral properties which can be used to infer details about the

interacting species. The amplification of the signal provided by these resonances has enabled

the detection down to single molecules. In the optical domain, these resonances can be broadly

classified into two main categories, plasmon resonance in metal nanostructures and optical

micro-and nano- resonances in dielectric materials. The following sections provide a summary

of the state-of-the-art in single-molecule plasmonic,37,38 microcavity39,40 and optoplasmonic (a

combination of plasmonic and microcavity)41 sensors.

1.4.1 Plasmonic sensing approaches

Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are collective oscillations of surface electrons in

metal nanostructures such as silver and gold. These oscillations can be directly excited using

visible/near-infrared light and lead to extremely high localization of electric fields near the sur-

face of these nanostructures. Interaction of biomolecules with this enhanced field can be used for

sensing applications. Although biosensing using plasmonic properties of metal nanostructures

has been well established, achieving single-molecule sensitivity has been relatively recent.

Figure 1.3a shows the state-of-the-art techniques for detecting single biomolecules using plas-

monic nanostructures. Figure 1.3a shows the work by Zijlstra et al.42 who achieved single-

molecule sensitivity using photothermal microscopy of single gold nanorods. The change in

polarizability of the gold nanorod is monitored as a shift in the resonance peak position when

a molecule interacts with its near-field (see inset). The plots in Figure 1.3a show the plas-

mon peak shift measured due to the binding of single streptavidin (53 kDa), antibiotin (150

kDa), and a streptavidin–R-phycoerythrin conjugate (300 kDa) to biotin coated gold nanorods.

The plasmon resonance shift sensing was further improved by monitoring the scattering from

iThis section has appeared in part in Subramanian, S., Wu, H.-Y., Constant, T., Xavier, J., and
Vollmer, F., “Label-Free Optical Single-Molecule Micro- and Nanosensors,” Advanced Materials
30(51), 1801246 (2018).
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Figure 1.3. Plasmonic sensing of single molecules. (a) Photothermal sensing of single
moelcules at the tips of plasmonic gold nanorods. Plot shows the time traces of localized surface
plasmon shift measured for the binding of streptavidin–R-phycoerythrin conjugate at different
concentrations. Inset shows a schematic of the sensing principle based on shift of the LSPR due
to the binding of a molecule. Adapted with permission from Zijlstra et al.42 Copyright 2012,
Springer Nature. (b) Double nanohole optical trap for single molecule trapping. (i) Schematic
presentation of the setup for trapping single proteins using plasmonic nanohole traps. (ii) An
SEM micrograph of the dumbbell shaped nanohole structure milled in a gold film coated on a
glass substrate. (iii) Example trace of step events in the transmission signal obtained due to
trapping of a single BSA molecule. Adapted with permission from Pang et al.43 Copyright 2012,
American Chemical Society. (c) Plasmonic nanopore sensing of single molecules. (i) Schematic
of the experimental setup for detecting DNA translocation through a plasmonic nanopore. (ii)
An TEM micrograph of the plasmonic inverted bowtie structure with a nanohole drilled in
its gap. Zoom inset shows a false colored image of the gap. (iii) Normalized electric field
distribution of in a bowtie plasmonic nanostructure indicating a 12 fold enhancement of the
electric field in the gap. Scale bars are 50 nm. Adapted with permission from Verschueren et
al.44 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.ii

hundreds of nanoparticles simultaneously using a dark-field microscopy setup.45

Another approach shown in Figure 1.3b uses optical trapping of single proteins in a dumbbell-

shaped double nanohole milled into a gold-coated glass substrate. Figure 1.3b,i shows the

schematic of the setup. The trapping of the molecule is monitored as a change in the trans-

mission across the plasmonic nanostructure.43 Figure 1.3b, ii shows an SEM micrograph of

the double nanohole structure milled on thin gold (Au) film using focussed ion-beam milling.

The sub-wavelength scale confinement of light and the corresponding enhancement in the local

field-intensity provides the required potential landscape for trapping entities as small as single

proteins. Pang and Gordon achieved trapping of single bovine serum albumin (BSA) proteins

using this method (Figure 1.3b, iii). Once the protein is trapped additional information on the

protein could be obtained from the fluctuations of the transmitted light due to the thermal mo-

tion of the protein in the trap. Wheaton et al. used the electrostriction (restoring force due to

charge displacement in an external electric field) force to excite low frequency (GHz) vibrational

modes in the protein using an amplitude-modulated beam.46 The increased fluctuation of the

molecule in the optical trap is used to obtain the acoustic Raman spectra of the molecule.
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Yet another recent approach combines nanopore sensing with plasmonic nanostructures to pro-

vide multiple detection channels.44,47 In this technique a bow-tie structure is fabricated on a

gold-coated substrate using electron-beam lithography (see Figure 1.3c,i). The bow-tie struc-

ture provides a 12-fold signal enhancement as shown by the simulation in Figure 1.3c,ii. For

creating the nanopore, a hole is drilled in the center of the bow-tie antenna using TEM drilling.

The experimental schematic is as shown in Figure 1.3c,iii. The transmission of light across

the antenna is monitored using a high NA objective, and the current across the nanopore is

monitored simultaneously. The translocation of a λ-DNA across the nanopore results in signals

in both the optical and current channels. The signals in the optical channel arise due to the

change in transmission across the antenna due to a shift of the plasmonic resonance. The signals

in the measured current arise due to a change in the resistance across the membrane. Comb-

ing the two different modes of single-molecule detection will overcome the limitations of each.

Mainly, for nanopore sensing, the often fast uncontrolled transport of small molecules across

the membrane results in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The limited temporal response of the

high-gain detectors required to obtain these signals reduces the SNR and prevents detection of

small molecules.48 The use of bow-tie nanostructures provides ample readout times by optical

trapping of the molecules in the plasmonic hotspots.43 On the other hand, approaches based

on plasmonic nanostructures have long wait times or require high molecular concentrations49–51

as they depend on free diffusion for molecules to reach the sensing site. The electrophoretic

transport of molecules due to the voltage bias in nanopore sensing overcomes this limit enabling

smaller wait times and detection of lower concentrations.

1.4.2 Optical microcavities

Optical microcavities are resonant structures in dielectric materials typically with the dimen-

sions of micrometers. Due to the low losses in the dielectrics, optical microcavities can have

extremely high-quality factors Q (defined as the ratio of the energy stored by the energy dissi-

pated per oscillation of the electromagnetic field). They also have relatively low mode volume V

due to their small sizes. Here, Q quantifies the temporal confinement of light, whereas, V quan-

tifies the spatial confinement. The ratio of Q/V is proportional to the enhancement provided

by the microcavity to detect molecules. Typically, these cavities are inserted into a solution

containing the analyte of interest, and the interaction of the molecules with the evanescent field

on the microcavities results in a change in the optical spectrum of the cavities. The changes in

the spectra are then used to infer about the molecules interacting with the cavity.

Figure 1.4 shows three different schemes using optical microcavities that have achieved single-

molecule detection sensitivity. Figure 1.4a shows an optical WGM microcavity sensor enhanced

by a plasmonic nanorod that has been utilized to studying the conformational dynamics of single

enzymes. Figure 1.4a,(i) shows the schematic of the optical setup. A spherical glass microcavity

placed in the sample chamber with a gold nanorod attached on its surface acts as the sensor.

Figure 1.4a,(ii) shows an illustration of a Pfu polymerase enzyme attached to a gold nanorod.

The conformational movements on the enzyme and its interaction with its ligands translated

into a shift of the resonance frequency of the WGM. This is observed as signal peaks in the
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Figure 1.4. Optical microcavity based sensing of single molecules.(a) A single-molecule
sensor based on a plasmonic nanoparticle enhanced whispering-gallery mode resonator. (i)
Schematic of the setup to excite WGMs in spherical microcavities. (ii) Illustration of an enzyme
on the sensor. (iii) Typical single-molecule signals obtained from the sensor. Adapted from Kim
et al.52 ©The Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. Distributed under a CC
BY-NC 4.0 License. (b) Single-molecule sensing using optomechanical coupling in a spherical
WGM resonator. (i) Schematic of the sensing principle. Optomechanical coupling results in
a large shift in the narrow mechanical resonance compared to the relatively small shift in the
optical resonance. (ii) Spectrogram of the backrgound in poshphate buffered saline (PBS).
(iii) Spectrogram of the resonance indicating a bidning step for the binding of a single BSA
molecule on the sensor. Reprinted with permission from Yu et al.53 under the CC-BY-4.0 licence
2016 Springer Nature (c) Single-molecule sensing in a photonic crystal nanocavity enhanced by
spherical gold nanoparticle. (i) SEM micrograph of the photonic crystal nanocavity. (ii) A
zoom-in on the SEM micrograph showing a gold nanoparticle within the cavity. (iii) Typical
single molecule DNA hybridization signals obtained using the sensor.Adapted from Liang et
al.54 ©The Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee AAAS. Distributed under a CC
BY-NC 4.0 License.

time traces of the position of the WGM frequency as shown in Figure 1.4a,(iii). These signals

are measured at various temperatures to estimate the rate and amplitude of the conformational
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dynamics of the enzyme.39

Figure 1.4b shows another scheme using optical WGMs. In this method, instead of a plasmonic

enhancement, the optomechanical coupling of a WGM to the mechanical modes of the resonator

is used for sensing.53 As shown in Figure 1.4b,(i) a small shift in the WGM resonance due to the

binding of single biomolecules translated into a much larger shift of the mechanical resonance

frequency due to the much high-quality factor of the mechanical resonance. Using this technique,

Yu et al. could monitor the binding of single BSA molecules to the glass resonator surface as

shown by the step changes in the spectrogram in Figure 1.4b,(iii).

Finally, resonant structures based on the periodic variation of refractive index on a substrate

known as Photonic Crystal (PhC) micro or nanocavities have been employed for single-molecule

detection. In a PhC, the periodic structure leads to a constructive and destructive superposition

of light resulting in only certain allowed frequencies to propagate within the structure. Breaking

the symmetry of PhC in a local region allows confinement of light within the region resulting in

resonant structures. Fabrication of these structures in low loss dielectric, using common CMOS

techniques has enabled the creation of high Q (typically 106) and ultra-low mode volume V
(∼ nm3) resonators. An example of such as structure in 1D is shown in Figure 1.4c),i.54

Combing the PhC nanocavity with the enhancement from a gold nanosphere, Liang et al. have

demonstrated single-molecule sensitivity. They were able to detect single protein-DNA dynamics

with and without the use of fluorescent labels (Figure 1.4c),(ii)) and discern the effects of the

fluorescent label on the dynamics.

1.5 Thesis outline

In this thesis, we develop a single-molecule sensor system with the final aim of studying the

large scale (µs - ms) conformational changes in proteins. Figure 1.5 shows an illustration of

the sensor system. The sensor is composed of a spherical whispering gallery mode (WGM)

cavity with a plasmonic nanorod attached to its surface. The binding and interaction of single

proteins and ligands on the surface of the gold nanoparticle are translated into a shift in the

resonance frequency of the optical whispering gallery mode. Monitoring this shift over time

provides the kinetics of the interactions of single molecules. Kim et al.52 recently reported a

WGM based sensor that was capable of monitoring signals from the conformational dynamics

of a DNA-polymerase. In the work of Kim et al., the sensor system was limited in the time

resolution to 20 ms. Additionally, the enzyme was immobilized by adsorption on the sensor

which might affect the dynamics of most enzymes.

Here, we overcome the above limitations by implementing new technical and biochemical schemes.

Specifically, we have implemented schemes to obtain the sensor signals with a high time reso-

lution (down to µs) with the possibility to even achieve ns signal acquisition. The improved

time resolution is obtained without any additional increase in the noise. Hence, the new sensor

with the improved time resolution is capable of monitoring single-molecule events at the µs

timescale. We also discuss schemes for reducing the sensor noise to enable higher signal-to-
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Figure 1.5. Representation of a dielectric sphere with optical whispering gallery modes. The
protein to be observed is bound to a gold nanoparticle attached to WGM. Image not to scale

noise ratios at these timescales. We implement a split-mode based sensing technique to detect

single molecules which provides robust long-term detection of the molecules. Further, we have

implemented new specific immobilization strategies for single-enzymes that enable acquisition

of repeatable signal-patterns from conformational fluctuations of single enzymes. In this thesis,

we also explore the fundamental physics of the sensor system to provide a better understanding

of the sensing mechanism.

The thesis outline is as follows: Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background of the sensor

system presented in this thesis. First, the theory of optical whispering gallery modes in spherical

dielectric geometries and the principles of biosensing using WGMs are described briefly. Then,

the theory of electric field enhancement by plasmonic nanoparticles is described and the principle

refractive index sensing based on the near-field enhancement is explained. Finally, the WGM-

plasmonic hybrid sensor is introduced and the origin of its exceptional sensitivity is explained.

Chapter 3 provides the aspects of the experimental design for the sensor system presented in

this thesis. The aspects such as the experimental setup, circuit, and wiring diagrams, fabrication

of resonators, data acquisition and analysis, and the typical experimental protocol are explained

in detail.

Chapter 4 explores the mechanism of the WGM based sensor. Specifically, it is shown that

the WGM shifts do track the polarizability55 of the nanoparticles on its surface using gold

nanoparticles of different polarizabilities. The origin of both positive and negative shifts in

WGM resonance frequency due to the interaction of gold nanoparticles with a WGM is de-

scribed. The WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor is presented and the ability of the sensor to detect

small single molecules as shifts in the WGM resonance frequency is shown. The hybridization

kinetics of DNA oligonucleotides is used as a test system to establish the sensor system.

Chapter 5 explores an alternate mechanism for detecting single molecules using a WGM-

plasmonic hybrid sensor. This chapter, in part, has been the subject of a recent publication

in Applied Physics Letters.56 The unequal splitting of standing wave modes caused due to

interaction of small sub-kDa molecules with plasmonic nanorods on a WGM cavity surface

translate into effective shifts in the WGM linewidth. This occurs when multiple nanorods are
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attached to the WGM resonator and the splitting of the standing wave modes are unresolved.

Sensing of single molecules using the linewidth enables a robust mechanism for sensing that is

insensitive to long-term noise sources.

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of Pound-Drever-Hall locking of the laser to the WGM

cavity resonance for high bandwidth and low-noise acquisition of the WGM spectra. Using the

PDH lock-in technique, the diffusion interaction of small plasmonic gold nanorods with a WGM

microcavity is monitored. Signals with interaction duration as small as 15µs and amplitude

less than 1 fm ( 3 times lower noise than the traditional laser scanning technique) could be

monitored. The PDH lock-in technique thus enables the detecting of fast events that are of

interest in biology such as the conformational fluctuations of enzymes.

Chapter 7 applies the WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor and the PDH lock-in measurement

technique to study the thermodynamics of enzyme catalysis at the single-molecule level. A

model enzyme, MalL, is mutated to obtain a solvent-exposed thiol group. The enzyme is then

immobilized on the sensor surface and the turnover of an artificial substrate 4-Nitrophenol-β-D-

glucopyranoside (pNPG) is monitored at various temperatures. The catalytic rate of the enzyme

is shown to have a strong negative curvature that provides support for the recently hypothesized

macromolecular rate theory (MMRT).57 The protein expression and ensemble experiments were

performed by Hannah Jones in the lab of Dr. Christopher Pudney at the University of Bath.

The results presents show that the WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor can be applied to solve actual

problems in biochemistry for the first-time.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis. Key results are summarized and an outlook for future work

is provided.

Appendix A-C provide more detail on various aspects of the theory, sensor assembly, and

simulations performed in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theory

This chapter provides the necessary theoretical background to understand the functionality of

the sensor system presented in this thesis. The chapter is organized as follows. First, the

theoretical framework for obtaining whispering gallery modes (WGMs) in spherical resonators

is presented. The main focus of this section will be on the important parameters to consider

when using WGMs for sensing applications. Next, the theoretical framework for exciting surface

plasmon resonances (SPRs) in metal nanoparticles is provided. Again, the focus of this section

will be on the key parameters for sensing applications. Finally, the hybridized WGM-plasmon

system is considered and the parameters for sensing applications are explored.

2.1 Optical whispering gallery modes

Optical whispering gallery modes are resonances formed in dielectric geometries with circular

symmetry such as disks,58 rings,59 torroids,60–62 bottles,63 cylinders,64 and spheres.65 The term

whispering gallery mode was first used in the context of the guiding of sound waves in the

dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London by Lord Rayleigh.66,67 He observed that whispers

could be heard between the far ends of the dome due to the nearly lossless guiding of certain

frequencies of sound waves. This guiding of sound waves is attributed to the formation of

acoustic resonances by constructive interference of sound waves. Figure 2.1 shows a photograph

of the acoustic whispering gallery at the Temple of Heaven, Beijing, China (photo courtesy

of Steve Langguth) as an example. Similarly, in the optical domain, resonances occur due to

the constructive interference of light that undergoes multiple total internal reflections at the

boundary of a curved dielectric. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2.2. For the sake of

simplicity and relevance to our work, a spherical micro-resonator geometry is considered. Total

internal reflection occurs for a ray of light propagating inside a sphere of radius a� λ with an

angle of incidence i > ic, where ic is the critical angle for total internal reflection. Spherical

symmetry makes all further incidence angles the same, creating consecutive reflections. If the

ray strikes the sphere at near glancing angles i ≈ π/2, it propagates a distance equal to the

perimeter of the sphere, that is, 2πa. If one round trip of light equals an integer multiple l of
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Figure 2.1. Photograph of the whispering gallery in the Temple of Heaven, Beijing, China.
Photograph by Steve Langguth©.

the wavelength of light in the sphere medium, then constructive interference occurs. Therefore,

the condition for resonance is 2πa = l λns
, see Figure 2.2. Here, ns is the refractive index of the

sphere material.

2.1.1 Whispering gallery modes in spherical resonators

Whispering gallery modes in spherical resonators can be described by the solutions of the

vectorial Helmholtz equation (see Appendix A for more details). The solutions to the electric

and magnetic fields within and outside the resonator can be divided into two types according

to the polarization of the oscillation, transverse electric (TE) where r.E = 0 and transverse

magnetic (TM) where r.B = 0, where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively
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ns

a

Figure 2.2. A simple geometric optics representation of a whispering gallery resonance.

and r is a vector in space. The fields for both polarizations can be expressed as,68

ETE
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BTM
lm (r) = − iE0
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fl(r)

k0r
Xm

l (θ, φ) (2.1d)

where, N = ns/nm is the relative index of refraction, c is the speed of light in vacuum,

Xm
l ,Y

m
l ,Z

m
l are the vectorial spherical harmonics, and fl(r) = ψl(Nk0r) for r < a and

fl(r) = Aψl(k0r) + Bχl(k0r) for r > a. Here, ψl and χl are solutions to the Ricatti-Bessel

equation. The vectorial spherical harmonics provide the angular distribution of the fields, while

the Ricatti-Bessel functions provide the radial component. The number l is an integer value

that provides the order of the spherical harmonic Y m
l and is termed the mode number. The

number m can take 2l+1 integer values from −l to l and is termed the azimuthal mode number.

Modal equations and eigenfrequencies

Equations (2.1a) to (2.1d) provide the field distributions for TE and TM polarizations within

and outside the sphere. The fields within and outside the sphere are related via the continuity

relations for linear isotropic media,

E× r̂ = 0 (2.2a)

B.r̂ = 0 (2.2b)

εE.r̂ = ρ (2.2c)

1

µ0
B× r̂ = j. (2.2d)
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Figure 2.3. WGMs in a spherical resonator with radius a = 42.5µm and l = 483. (a) Radial
profile of a WGM mode with m = l, n = 1 and m = l, n = 4 with the corresponding potential
functions. (a) Mode field distributions for WGMs of the first few azimuthal orders.

Equations (2.1a) to (2.1d) and (2.2) assuming no free charges (ρ0 = 0) and no free currents

(j = 0) provide the equations for the position of the resonances,

ATEψl(ka) +NBTEχl(k0a) = 0 (2.3a)

ATEψ′l(ka) +BTEχ′l(k0a) = 0 (2.3b)

ATMψl(ka) +BTMχl(k0a) = 0 (2.3c)

ATMψ′l(ka) +NBTMχ′l(k0a) = 0. (2.3d)

Equations (2.3) have non-trivial solutions if and only if the determinant is zero and hence they

provide

P
ψ′l(ka)

ψl(ka)
=
χ′l(k0a)

χl(k0a)
(2.4)

where the index P = N for TE modes and P = 1/N for TM modes. Equation (2.4) is called the

modal equation and relates the wave number k to the radius a. The modal equations provide

a possible infinite set of solutions for the WGMs. Hence, another index n has to be defined to

identify the number of the solution where n ∈ N, the set of natural numbers. The set of numbers

l,m, n and P fully define whispering gallery modes in spherical resonators. For obtaining the

field distribution inside spherical WGMs, the roots of the modal equations have to be first

obtained, typically using numerical methods. Analytic solutions have however been attempted

in literature. For large mode index l, Lam et al.69 developed an approach by approximating the

Bessel functions and their derivatives as an asymptotic series with the use of Airy functions. For

large sphere radii, the eikonal approach has also been used to narrow the search for the solutions.

Figure 2.3a plots the radial dependence of the electric field for mode numbers l = m = 483

and n = 1, 4. The plot shows the evanescent tail (orange) extending for about 100 nm in the

medium outside the resonator. This evanescent field is important in using WGMs for sensing

applications as will be seem later. Figure 2.3b plots the electric field distributions for different

mode numbers l and m obtained using a numerical solver developed by Balac and Féron.70
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It has to be noted that (2.4) has no dependence on the azimuthal mode number m and hence the

solutions are degenerate over this index for perfectly spherical resonators. However, in practice

resonators always have a small eccentricity and hence the degeneracy over this index is broken.

For prolate or oblate spheroids with a small eccentricity e = (rp − re)/a, where rp and re are

the polar and equatorial radii, respectively, the new solutions can be obtained as,68

NxPl,m,n ≈ NxPl,n ×
[
1 +

e

3

(
1− 3

l − |m|
l

)]
(2.5)

where x = 2πa/λ is the size parameter that provides the eigenfrequencies of the WGM and

l,m, n and P are as defined above. The degeneracy over the sign of m remains however, that

is counter-propagating modes are degenerate. This degeneracy is lifted when scatterers are

attached to the resonator. The phenomenon of the scatter-based lifting of degeneracy can also

be used for sensing applications as shall be seen in the following sections.

Cavity spectrum, quality factor, and mode volume

Figure 2.4a shows the typical WGM spectra obtained by scanning a tunable laser over a small

bandwidth around the WGM resonance frequency. Light couples from the waveguides (TIR at

a prism surface in this case) at the WGM resonance frequency forming Lorentzian dips. Since

the resonator deviates slightly from a perfect sphere, the different azimuthal orders m are non-

degenerate and can be resolved in the spectrum. The cavity spectrum in the frequency domain

is given in the form of a Lorentzian function

P (ω) = P
(κ/2)2

(ω − ω0)2 + (κ/2)2
, (2.6)

where P is the power, κ is the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the cavity resonance

spectrum, and ω0 the resonance frequency.

The parameter termed quality factor Q can then be defined as

Q =
ω0

κ
= ω0τ, (2.7)

where τ is the cavity lifetime. Hence, Q quantifies the temporal confinement of light in the

resonator. The intrinsic quality factor of the resonator is composed of various contributions due

to losses from many processes and can be written as,

Q−1
int = Q−1

mat +Q−1
surf +Q−1

scat +Q−1
rad. (2.8)

Here, Qint is the intrinsic quality factor of the resonator, Qmat describes the intrinsic material

absorption, Qsurf surface absorption losses, Qscat describes the scattering losses (such as due to

imperfections in the form of surface roughness) and Qbend describes bending loss (or radiation

loss or tunnel loss). For a perfectly smooth silica microsphere, the contributions from Qmat (low

absorption losses in the material) and Qscat (no surface roughness) can be ignored. The major

contributors for the resonator losses are then from the absorption of the surrounding medium
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Figure 2.4. (a) WGM spectra obtained from a spheroidal resonator of radius ≈ 42µm (b)
Intrinsic quality factor contributions from absorption in the surrounding medium and radiation
losses due to the curvature of the resonator. Image adapted from Foreman et al.71 Copyright
2014 Optical Society of America

and the radiation or bending losses due to the finite curvature of the resonator. Figure 2.4b plots

contributions from these loss mechanisms providing the practical quality factors of 106 − 108

depending on the radius and the surrounding medium for fused silica spheres.72

Another parameter describing the spatial confinement of light in the resonator is the mode

volume V. Many definitions are found in the literature to quantify the mode volume of a

resonator. For high Q resonators considered in this work, the mode volume can be defined

as the energy density integrated over the whole space normalized to the maximum within the

mode. Hence, the mode volume is given as,

V =

∫
v ε(r)|E(r)|2dV

max[ε(r)|E(r)|2]
. (2.9)

The mode volume of a fundamental TE WGM in a resonator with R = 42.5µm and ns = 1.4537

excited at around 780 nm is V ≈ 816µm3. The mode volume was estimated using the MATLAB

code by Balac and Féron.70

For sensor systems based on optical resonances, the parameter Q/V is proportional to the

sensitivity of the system and provides a qualitative way of categorizing resonant sensor systems.

The typical Q values for resonators in this work are 106 − 2× 107 and the mode volumes V are

in the range 800-1200µm3.

2.1.2 Utilizing WGMs for sensing applications

Numerous examples of WGMs applied to sensing can be found in the literature. The principle of

sensing in the most general terms is based on the change in the spectral properties of the WGM.

In particular, the change in resonance frequency (wavelength), resonance linewidth (FWHM),

and resonance mode splitting have been utilized for sensing applications.
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Figure 2.5. Evanescent field decay in the host medium. (a) Dependence of evanescent field
decay length with radius of resonator R. (b) Dependence of evanescent field decay length on
the relative refractive index ns/nm.

Frequency shifts based sensing

The most common method of sensing is using the resonance shift of the WGM frequency.

Consider the spherical resonator illustrated in Figure 2.2 with radius R, refractive index of

the material ns immersed in a host medium of refractive index nm. Shifts in the resonance

wavelength (frequency) of the WGMs in this resonator can occur due to changes in the refractive

in nm, ns or R. The fractional change in the resonance wavelength can be associated to changes

in these parameters as,73

δλ

λ
=
δR

R
+ F

δnm
nm

+ (1− F )
δnr
nr

, (2.10)

where F is a sensitivity function related to the phase change due to reflection at the resonator

surface. Equation (2.10), shows that WGMs can be used as refractive index sensors. Indirectly

via changes in refractive index of the host medium or the resonator, various physical parameters

such as temperature, pressure and pH can be measured.

The sensitivity of a TE WGM for bulk changes in the host refractive index is approximately

given by,74

∂x

∂nm
= − n2

m

(n2
s − n2

m)3/2

[
1− αa

21/3

n2
s

n2
s − n2

m

ν−2/3

]
, (2.11)

where, ν = l+1/2 and αa are the roots of the Airy function Ai(−z) = 0. From (2.11), it follows

that the sensitivity for bulk changes in host refractive index is higher for smaller resonators

(smaller l) and lower contrast between host and resonator refractive indices. Figure 2.5 plots

the radial decay of the evanescent field in the host medium as a function of the distance from

the resonator surface for a TE polarized WGM excited by a 780 nm source. It can be seen that

for smaller resonators and lower refractive index contrast, the evanescent field extends farther

into the host medium. The field probes more of the host refractive index providing a greater

contribution to the effective index of the WGM and thus increases the sensitivity of bulk changes

in the host refractive index.

In the present work, we are interested in utilizing WGMs as sensors for detecting single biomolecules,
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Figure 2.6. Interaction of a dielectric nanoparticle with the WGM. (a) Illustration of the
interaction of a spherical dielectric particle with a WGM. (b) Resonance shift and linewidth
broadening of the WGM upon interaction a dielectric particle.

rather than monitoring bulk changes in host refractive index. Equation (2.11) provides a good

fit to sensing bulk changes in refractive index, but does not include all factors influencing the

sensitivity for single biomolecules. The case of small particles such as micro/nanoparticles of

dielectrics as well as biomolecules such as proteins can be considered using a perturbation the-

ory approach.55,75 Consider the small dielectric particle diffusing into the evanescent field of

the WGM depicted in Figure 2.6. Assuming the interaction of the particle with WGM is in the

weak coupling regime (as opposed to strong coupling which can occur in the case of two coupled

resonances), the fractional shift in WGM wavelength (frequency) can be given as,72,76

∆λ

λ
= −∆ω

ω
≈

∫
Vp

(εp(r)− εm)E(r)*.É(r)dr

2
∫
V ε(r)E(r)*.É(r)dr

(2.12)

where E*(r) is the Hermetian adjoint of E(r), εp(r) is the permittivity of the dielectric particle,

V is volume of all space, Vp is the volume of the particle, E(r) is the electric field before the

perturbation, É(r) is the perturbed electric field, ε(r) = εs for r < R and ε(r) = εm otherwise.

Equation (2.12) can be rewritten in terms of the difference in polarizability of the particle and

surrounding medium αex as,

∆λ

λ
= −∆ω

ω
≈ <[αex]

2

f |E(rp)|2∫
V ε(r)|E(r)|2dr

(2.13)

where f is a correction term to account for the exponential decay of the evanescent field.72 For

very small nanoparticles, f ≈ 1. Figure 2.6b shows an example of an WGM initially at position

λ shifted by an amount ∆λ when the nanoparticle enters the evanescent field of the WGM.

Loss based sensing

Similar to the resonance frequency, molecules can also cause additional losses in the WGM due

to absorption and scattering. Single-particle induced linewidth changes (∆κ) associated with
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absorption and scattering losses are given by

∆κabs
ω0

≈ =[αex]
|E(rp)|2∫

V ε(r)|E(r)|2dr
(2.14)

∆κsca ≈
ω4n5

mε0
6πc3

|αex|2E(rp)|2∫
V ε(r)|E(r)|2dr

(2.15)

respectively.39 Figure 2.6b shows an illustration of the cavity spectrum of WGM before and

after binding of a absorbing nanoparticle. The initial FWHM of the resonator κ1 is increased

to κ2.

Other sensing modalities

Another mechanism for sensing with WGMs is to use the lifting of degeneracy between counter-

propagating WGMs due to the binding of a small scatterer. We previously mentioned that the

WGMs with azimuthal indices +m and −m are degenerate. This degeneracy can be lifted when

a scatterer binds to the WGM and scatters light into the direction opposite to the original

propagation direction (see Figure 2.7a). The two counter-propagating WGMs interfere and

standing wave modes (SWMs) are formed which are shifted from the original frequency by

different amounts leading to split frequency modes Figure 2.7d. The strength of the mode

split between the two SWMs is given as 2g, where g = ∆ω from (2.13) and the additional

loss induced due to scattering is given as κsca from (2.15). The strength of the mode splitting

and the resulting increase in linewidth has been previously used to detecting small dielectric

nanoparticles.77 However, sensing of single molecules has not been achieved using frequency

splitting of WGMs. For multiple scatterers, the mode formation is more complex78 and can be

utilized for sensing single molecules as will be seen in Chapter 5.

Apart from these modalities, single molecules have been detected using coherent optomechanical

oscillations of the resonator (OMO).53,79 This is achieved by exciting the WGM with a slightly

blue-shifted frequency with sufficient power exciting the mechanical eigenmodes of the cavity.

These modes have sub Hz linewidths and exhibit extremely high shift to linewidth ratio, high

enough to detect adsorption of single bovine serum albumin (BSA) molecules to the surface of

an unmodified fused silica microsphere.53

Sensitivity and detection limits

WGMs have exceptional sensitivity for detecting small nanometer sized objects such as small

gold nanoparticles80,81 and viruses.65,82 An important question to address is then about the

ultimate detection limits of a WGM sensor. The fundamental limit of the detection in the

classical regime is the shot noise limit that arises from the quantum nature of light. Although

it is possible to circumvent this limit using the quantum properties of light,83,84 applications of

such methods for sensing is challenging and has not yet been shown. For a sensor based on the
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Figure 2.7. Mode splitting in WGMs. (a) Illustration of the interaction of a spherical scatterer
with the WGM. The scatter (green) couples light into the counter-propagating direction (CCW)
resulting in standing wave modes. The scatterer also induces an extra loss κR due to light
scattered away from the resonator and κ0 is the initial intrinsic loss of the WGM. The coupling
strength of the scatterer to WGM is quantified by g. (b) WGM spectrum before (orange)
and after (blue) a scatterer binds to the WGM. The standing wave mode with its antinode
symmetrical about the particle is red shifted and increases in FWHM whereas the mode with
its node at the particle position is unaffected.

resonance shift of the WGM, the shot noise detection limit is given as,85

δωmin
ω

≥ 1

Q

√
~ω

P0βητ
(2.16)

where, δωmin is the minimum resolvable shift, Q is the quality factor of the cavity, ~ is the

Planck’s constant, ω is the the laser frequency, P0 is the input power, β is the coupling efficiency,

η is the photodetector quantum efficiency and τ is the integration time. For a typical WGM

with Q = 1 × 107 , ω/2π = 3.84 × 104 Hz, P0 =100µW, η = 0.9, β = 0.1 and τ = 20 ms, the

shot noise limited minimum detectable shift is δωmin = 5.75 Hz. The expected resonance shift

from a single protein of diameter = 10 nm and refractive index np = 1.54 is much higher and is

approximately 1.8 kHz (from (2.13) assuming a fundamental mode with R = 42.5µm in a fused

silica resonator and λ 780 nm). Hence, for a shot noise limited system using high Q WGMs,

sensing of single proteins should be easily achievable. However, in reality, each measurement

system is affected by other noise sources depending on the timescales of interaction. Biological

sensors typically have to work in the µs-s timescale, where noise sources other than the shot

noise limit the detection. Figure 2.8 plots the Allan variance measured for two microtorroid

resonators at various integration times.86 The theoretically estimated detection limit based on

thermorefractive noise87 and shot noise from (2.16) for a resonator of radius R = 40µm excited

at λ ≈ 780 nm are also plotted for reference. The figure is reprinted from Foreman et al.72

The figure shows that, at the µs-ms timescale, the so called thermorefractive noise72,87 limits

sensitivity. Another factor that affects the noise at these timescales is the laser frequency jitter.

This puts the minimum detectable shift to much higher values in the range of 10 − 100 kHz.

At longer time scales in the range of 1 s or longer, other noise sources such as thermal and

laser drifts increase the noise further putting the minimum detectable shift to > 1 MHz. It
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has to be noted here that these long-term drifts can be corrected by good thermal isolation,

temperature control and utilizing multiple WGMs as reference. In Chapter 6 we will see how

the Allan variance of a microsphere resonator scales with integration time τ when measured

using a commercial diode laser and discuss the sources of noise in the system.

The detection limits for sensing single viruses for a realistic sensor was considered by Arnold

et al.88 A more rigorous estimate of of the detection limit for small biomolecules based on

the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound was estimated by Foreman et al.71 The minimum number of

small biomolecules (considered spherical) with polarizability α required to produce a detectable

frequency shift for a WGM sensor where spectra are acquired by laser scanning as,71

N =
(n2
s − n2

m)

<]α]

R3

|Yll(π/2)|2
F

Q0

(1 +Qc/Q0)3

4Q2
c/Q

2
o

(2.17)

where, ns is the refractive index of the cavity material, nm is the refractive index of surrounding

medium, Q0 is the intrinsic quality factor of the WGM, Qc is the coupling quality factor, Yll

the usual spherical harmonic function and F is an sensitivity factor that depends on experi-

mental configuration . The minimum number of molecules that causes a detectable shift to a

WGM excited a spherical resonator with R = 40µm and λ ≈ 780 nm is approximately 105.

Hence, achieving single molecule detection using WGMs under physiological conditions requires

enhancement of the WGM signal as will be discussed in Section 2.3.
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2.2 Plasmonic nanoparticles

In the previous section, we looked at the physics of resonances in spheroidal dielectric cavi-

ties and their application to sensing. In this section, we will describe a complementary type

of resonance that has been extensively used for biosensing in the past few decades, namely,

Localised Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR). LSPRs are the resonances occurring in nanos-

tructures (size << λ) of metals such as silver, gold, and copper due to the collective oscillations

of the surface electrons in these metals. These oscillations can be excited directly by incident

electromagnetic radiation and lead to the often bright colors seen in aqueous solutions of these

particles. The bright colors of metal nanoparticle suspensions have been used for millennia for

various works of art. Famous examples are the Lycurgus cup from the Late Roman period

and the amazing stained glass windows of the Gothic Churches in various parts of Europe.

Figure 2.9 shows part of the north rose window in the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Chartres,

Paris, France. The brilliant colors in the stained glass arise due to scattering from various sized

silver and gold nanoparticles. Although the ability of these nanoparticles to scatter different

colors was used in art, the actual physics of these were only understood more recently in the

20th century. Apart from enhancing the scattering cross-section, these LSPRs also lead to an

amplification of the field both inside the particle and in the immediate vicinity (near-field).

This enhancement in the near-field amplitude has been extensively explored for sensing89 and

therapeutic applications in the past two decades.90,91

Figure 2.9. Part of the stained glass window Rosace Nord in the Cathédrale Notre-Dame de
Chartres, Paris, France. Photograph by Eusebius (Guillaume Piolle)p.
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Figure 2.10. Schematic illustration of the excitation of the LSPRs in sub-wavelength metallic
nanoparticles. The displacement of the conduction electrons with the varying electric-field and
an effective restoring force by the curved surface induces resonance in the particles.

2.2.1 Spherical nanoparticle in an electric field

In this section, we will briefly describe the physical origin of these LSPRs in spherical sub-

wavelength particles. Again the aim of this section is not to provide a rigorous theoretical

description, but rather to provide an intuition for some key parameters such as the enhancement

of the scattering, extinction cross-sections, and the near-field. Figure 2.10 shows an illustration

of a metal nanoparticle in an oscillating electric field. The conduction band electrons are

displaced with the oscillating electric field as they are only loosely bound to the metal. If the

frequency of these oscillations matches the plasmonic resonance frequency, the amplitude of

these oscillations can be enhanced.

The problem of describing LSPRs in spherical metal nanoparticles is related to the problem

of scattering by metallic nanoparticles. For simplicity, let’s assume the that the spherical

particle’s radius a << λ, where λ is the wavelength of the oscillations of the EM field, and that

the material of the particle and the surrounding media are isotropic with relative permittivity

εp = εp(ω) and εm, respectively. Here, the permittivity of the material is dependent on the

frequency of the electric field oscillations ω. Since a << λ, the phase of the oscillating field is

practically constant over the particle. Hence, we can consider the particle to be in an static

electric field E0 = E0ẑ (quasi-static approximation) and add the harmonic oscillations later.

For electrostatic problems,92 we can solve the Laplace equation for the potential ∆V = 0,

where ∆ is the Laplacian operator. The electric field can then be calculated as E = −∇V . The

solution of the Laplace equation in spherical coordinates is given as,93

V (r, θ) =
∞∑
l=0

[
Alr

l +Blr
−(l+1)

]
Pl(cos θ) (2.18)

where Pl(cosθ) are the Legendre Polynomials of order l, θ the polar angle, r the radial distance,

Al and Bl are constants to be determined.
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Figure 2.11. (a) Real and imaginary part of the relative permittivity of gold.94 (b) Polarizability
of a gold nanosphere of radius 50 nm at different wavelengths plotted using (2.22).

The following boundary conditions apply,

Vin = Vout for r = a (2.19a)

εp
∂Vin
∂r

= εm
∂Vout
∂r

for r = a (2.19b)

lim
r→∞

Vout = −E0r cos θ = −E0z (2.19c)

where Vin and Vout are the potentials inside and outside the spherical particle. Applying the

boundary conditions in (2.19), the potentials inside and outside the sphere can be given as,92

Vin = − 3εm
εp + 2εm

E0r cos θ (2.20a)

Vout = −E0r cos θ +
εp − εm
εp + 2εm

E0a
3 cos θ

r2
(2.20b)

Equation (2.20b) can be rewritten as,

Vout =
(
−1 +

α

4πr3

)
E0r cos θ (2.21)

where α is the polarizability of the nanoparticle and is given as,

α = 4πa3 εp − εm
εp + 2εm

. (2.22)

It can be seen from (2.22) that resonance occurs when the denominator is minimized, that is

when <[εp] = 2εm and is known as the Frölich resonance condition. Figure 2.11a plots the

relative permittivity of gold at different wavelengths.94 Figure 2.11b plot the magnitude of

the polarizability for a Au sphere of radius 50 nm showing a resonance enhancement of the

polarizability around λ = 550 nm.

The electric fields inside and outside the spherical nanoparticle can be calculated from (2.20b)
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Figure 2.12. (a) Radial dependence of the intensity enhancement outside the metal nanosphere.
(b) Calculated normalized extinction spectrum of a spherical gold nanoparticle of diameter
10 nm.

and (2.21) as,

Ein(r, θ) =
3εm

εp + 2εm
E0(cos θêr − sin θêθ) (2.23a)

Eout(r, θ) = E0

[(
1 +

2α

4πr3

)
cos θêr +

(
−1 +

α

4πr3

)
sin θêθ

]
(2.23b)

where êr and êθ are the unit vectors in r and θ directions respectively. Equation (2.23b) shows

that the electric field outside the nanoparticle is maximized at θ = 0, π. From (2.23b), the ratio

of the excitation field intensity |E0|2 and the intensity outside the particle |Eout|2 at θ = 0, π

is,
|Eout|2

|E0|2
=
∣∣∣1 +

α

2πr3

∣∣∣2 . (2.24)

Equation (2.24), provides a simple relationship for the enhancement of the electric field by metal

nanospheres. The intensity enhancement is proportional to the polarizability of the particle and

quickly decays with distance from the surface as r−3 (see figure 2.12a). Sensing using metal

nanoparticles relies on this enhancement of the near-field to provide an increased sensitivity to

the analytes.

So far we have only described the real part of the nanoparticle polarizability. The imaginary

part of the polarizability of the nanoparticle takes into account the losses in the metal and

leads to the broad linewidth (FWHM) of the LSPR. Then, similar to the WGM resonators

described in the previous section, LSPRs in metal nanoparticles can also be characterized by

a quality factor Qnp and an effective mode volume Vnp, where the subscript np stands for

nanoparticle. Typically, the quality factor of LSPRs is in the range of q ≈ 10 − 100 owing to

the large absorption and radiative losses in these particles. The effective mode volume of metal

nanoparticles can be defined by (2.9). Khurgin and Sun estimated the effective mode volume

for the first dipolar resonance to be,95

Vnp =
4πa3

3

(
1 +

1

2εm

)
. (2.25)
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From (2.25), we can estimate an effective mode volume in the range of 0.003µm3.

In experiments, the scattering or extinction of light by these metal nanoparticles are usually

monitored. Hence, it is useful to calculate the scattering and absorption cross-sections of the

metal nanosphere. The scattering σsca and absorption σabs cross-sections are given as,92

σsca =
k4

6π
|α|2 (2.26a)

σabs = k=[α] (2.26b)

σext = σsca + σabs (2.26c)

The normalized extinction spectrum of a metal nanosphere of diameter 10 nm is plotted in

Figure 2.12b.

2.2.2 Tuning LSPRs

It is clear from the above description that the polarizability α is the key parameter associated

with the enhancement of the near-field and extinction cross-sections. Hence, these parameters

can be optimized by tuning the polarizability of these nanoparticles. In experiments, we would

like to be able to excite the nanoparticles using various wavelengths of light. We can achieve

the tuning of the resonance wavelength of LSPRs by changing the morphology of nanoparticles.

For example, a rod-shaped particle has a longitudinal (along the longer axes) LSPR that is at

a higher wavelength than that of a spherical particle.

Here, we will consider an ellipsoidal particle shape with the semiaxes a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 to obtain

a simple analytic expression for the resonance wavelength of these longitudinal LSPRs. The

polarizabilities αi of an ellipsoidal particle along the different axes is given by the expression,92

αi =
4

3
πa1a2a3

εp − εm
εm + Li(εp − εm)

, (2.27)

where i = 1, 2 or 3 and Li is a shape parameter given as,

Li =
a1a2a2

2

∫ ∞
0

ds

(a2
i + s)

√
(s+ a2

1)(s+ a2
2)(s+ a2

3)
, (2.28)

and
∑
Li = 1. The new resonance condition is now,

<[εp] =

(
1− 1

Li

)
εm. (2.29)

For a sphere, L1 = L2 = L3 = 1/3 and (2.29) boils down to the Frölich condition. For the case

of a spheroid with a1 = a2 and a3 = e × a1, where e is the aspect ratio of the spheroid, the

longitudinal LSPR, that is for excitation along the longer dimension (along a3 when e > 1 and

along a1, a2 when e < 1), is shifted to longer wavelengths (see Figure 2.13a). Although it possi-

ble to derive analytical equation for simple geometries, numerical methods have to be employed

for more complex geometries. Many numerical methods such as Discrete Dipole Approxima-
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Figure 2.13. (a) Near-field intensity enhancement by a rod-shaped plasmonic gold particle sim-
ulated using MNPBEM.96 (b) Calculated normalized extinction spectra of ellipsoidal nanopar-
ticles with various aspect ratios e. The plasmon resonance frequency is shifted to longer wave-
lengths as the aspect ratio increases.

tion, Finite-Element Method, Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD), and Boundary Element

Method (BEM) have been utilized to simulate LSPRs in arbitrary shaped metal nanoparticles.

Figure 2.13b plots the near-field intensity enhancement of a Au plasmonic nanorod (cylinder

with two hemispherical end caps) of diameter 10 nm and height 35 nm simulated using a BEM

approach (MNPBEM96). Such nanorods are utilized in this work to provide the necessary signal

enhancements for studying single biomolecules.

2.2.3 LSPR based sensing

The frequency of LSPRs is dictated by the polarizability α which is dependent on the permit-

tivity of the host medium. Hence, a change in the local permittivity or a small inclusion of
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Figure 2.14. Shift of the plasmonic resonance of a rod shaped particle of aspect ratio 3.5 and
diameter 10 nm upon a ∆n = 0.005 change in host refractive index.
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biomolecules to the near-field results in a shift of the LSPR. Figure 2.14 plots the redshift of

the longitudinal LSPR for the plasmonic nanorod plotted in figure 2.13b upon a change in host

medium refractive index of ∆n = 0.005.

2.3 WGM-plasmon hybrid sensing

Resonator

WGM small 
molecule

Gold NP

Figure 2.15. (a) Normalized field amplitude within and outside a spherical WGM microcavity
of radius 30µm with and without the presence of a plasmonic gold nanorod on its surface.
Figure adapted from Supplementary Info of Baaske et al.81 (b) Illustration of the interaction
of a small molecule with the nanorod immobilized on a WGM surface.

The previous sections described the theory and working principle of two types of resonance based

sensors, namely optical WGMs and plasmonic nanoparticles. Both systems have exceptional

sensitivity for changes in the local refractive index. Although fundamentally, both systems

are capable of detecting down to single molecules, SM sensing with either system is limited in

practice due to various sources of noise (see Section 2.1.2). This section describes the working

principle of a WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor that utilizes the advantages of both systems to

enable real-time detection of extremely small (down to single ions) individual entities in solution.

For the interaction of small nanometer sized objects with the evanescent field of a fundamental

WGM, (2.13) can be rewritten as,

∆ω

ω0
=
−∆λ

λ0
≈ −<[α]

2

εmf
2(rp)

V
(2.30)

where, f2(rp) = |E(rp)|2/max[ε(r)|E(r)|2] is the normalized mode distribution,

V =
∫
V ε(r)|E(r)|2dr/max[ε(r)|E(r)|2] is the mode volume and ε(r) is the permittivity of glass

inside the resonator and of the surrounding medium outside. The fractional shift in the wave-

length (or frequency) is then proportional to the factor f2(rp)/V. For a bare WGM cavity, the

value of f(rp) << 1 as the magnitude of the electric field at the particle location (WGM cavity

surface) is much smaller than the maximum of the field within the cavity (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.15a shows the normalized field amplitude of a WGM cavity with and without plasmonic
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enhancement (figure adapted from the Supplementary Information of Baaske et al.81). The

boundary of the WGM cavity is at y = 30µm. When a plasmonic nanoparticle is added to the

WGM cavity surface as shown in Figure 2.15b, the maximum of the electric field is shifted to

the near-field of the plasmonic nanoparticle due to the plasmonic enhancement. The local field

enhancement of the nanoparticle can now be considered in (2.30) without including any effects

of the hybridization of the WGM and plasmonic resonances as the coupling between the two

resonances is weak. The weak coupling assumption is valid in this case as the two resonators

have orders of magnitude difference in their decay rates. When a small molecule now binds to

the tips of the nanoparticle, the shifts induced in the WGM resonance are higher than when

the molecule binds directly to the WGM surface. The value of f2(rp) is now equal to 1 as the

maximum field intensity is at the particle location. Further, the mode volume of the combined

system V is much smaller than the bare WGM as the maximum field intensity is enhanced by

the nanoparticle. Equation (2.30) provides an intuitive expression to understand the working

principle of a WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor. Thus, the sensor presented in this thesis enables

sensitive single-molecule detection by leveraging the high-quality factor for the WGM resonance

with the small mode volume of the localized surface plasmon resonance.
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Chapter 3

Experimental design

In the previous chapter, we described the necessary theory required to utilize optical WGMs and

plasmonic nanoparticles as sensors for studying single molecules. In this chapter, we will look at

the practical implementation of the experimental system and the standard protocols required

to fabricate, assemble, and utilize the WGM-plasmonic sensor. First, the schematic of the

experimental setup is provided and the components are listed. Second, the setup and method

for fabricating fused silica microsphere cavities are presented. Third, a brief description of

efficient light coupling into WGMs using frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) is provided.

Fourth, the wiring diagrams for the acquisition of the complete WGM spectra using a laser

scanning method is provided. Fifth, the connection diagram for establishing a fast lock-in to

track the WGM resonance position is provided. Next, the extraction of the WGM position

and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) time traces and the analysis of the signal peaks are

described. Finally, a brief description of the standard protocols for assembling the sensor and

performing single-molecule measurements are provided.

3.1 Experimental setup

Figure 3.1 shows the schematic of the setup used to detect single molecules. An external cavity

diode laser (Toptica TA pro 780HP, Toptica GmbH, Munich, Germany) is used as the excitation

laser. The laser is modulated at 238− 380 MHz using an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM)

(NIR-MPX800-LN-05, Ixblue Photonics, France). Frustrated total internal reflecttion (FTIR)

at the surface of a high refractive index prism made of N-SF11 glass (n780 nm ≈ 1.77) is used for

efficient coupling of light into the WGM. The coupling optics consists of a collimator (F260APC-

780 Thorlabs Inc.), a half-wave plate (WPH05M-780, Thorlabs Inc.), a beam expander (BE02-

05-B, Thorlabs Inc.), and a focusing lens (AC254-075-B-M L, Thorlabs Inc.) placed on an XYZ

manual translation stage. A photodetector (PDA10AZ-EC, Thorlabs Inc.) is used for collecting

the light reflected off the prism surface. The WGM microcavity is an 80-90µm diameter glass

microsphere fabricated at the end of a single-mode optical fiber (SMF 28e, Corning GmbH,

Germany). An imaging system with an Olympus 10x objective with a f = 200 mm objective
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the experimental setup for studying single molecules using a WGM-
plasmonic sensor. Light from a tunable CW external cavity diode laser reflected off a high
refractive index prism. The spherical glass resonator is brought close to the surface of the prism
using micrometer stages and light is coupled into the cavity due to frustrated total internal
reflection. The glass microsphere sits in a PDMS cuvette where samples are injected.

lens (AC254-200-B, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany) and a CMOS camera (DCC1545M, Thorlabs

GmbH, Germany) is used to image the laser spot and the microcavity. A v-shaped chamber cut

from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is used for sample loading. The sample chamber volume is

300-400µl in all experiments so as to allow easy injection of samples and rinsing of the chamber

manually. A thermoelectric element (32 W TEC, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany) is used to seal the

other end of the v-shaped chamber as shown in the figure. A PID temperature controller (5310

TECSource, Arroyo Instruments LLC, USA) and a pt-100 (362-9799, RS PRO, RS Components

Ltd., UK) temperate sensor are used to control the chamber temperature between 15 − 50 oC

with a temperature control stability of ±0.2 K.

3.2 Fabrication of glass microspheres

High Q microresonators are fabricated using a CO2 laser system shown in Figure 3.2. A 30 W

CO2 laser, λ ≈ 10.6µm (Synrad 48-2, Novanta Inc., WA, USA), is used at 10− 15% peak power

and is focussed using a focal length f = 50 mm, ZnSe lens onto a single-mode optical fiber (SMF

28e, Corning GmbH, Germany). The optical fiber is stripped off its protective coating user a

fiber stripper and cleaned with lint-free wipes (Kimwipes, Delicate Science wipes, Kimberly-

Clark Professional) soaked first in acetone and then Isopropanol. The fiber is then inserted

into a fiber optic ferrule (O.D. = 2.5 mm, I.D = 126µm, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany). The

fiber is cleaned again with acetone and Isopropanol after insertion. A small weight (typically

another ferrule) is attached to the free end of the fiber. The fiber with the ferrules is then

mounted on a manual stage and positioned at the focus of the CO2 laser system. The fiber is
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Figure 3.2. Schematic of the resonator fabrication setup. A focussed CO2 laser is used to melt
a single-mode optical fiber into a spherical resonator. Inset shows a photograph of a resonator
fabricated in the setup.

first tapered using a power of P ≈ 3 W and then a glass sphere is melted at a slightly higher

laser power of about P ≈ 3 − 4 W until a spherical shape is obtained. The inset of Figure 3.2

shows a photograph of a glass microsphere fabricated with a diameter of ≈ 85µm. Typically,

microspheres with diameters in the range of 80-90µm are used in this work.

3.3 Efficient coupling to optical WGMs

Efficient and controllable coupling of light to and from the resonator is crucial for practical

applications. There exist a myriad of methods to couple light into a WGM resonator such

as free-space coupling, fluorescent coupling, scatterer-based coupling, and evanescent coupling

using tapered/polished fibers or prisms. Amongst these methods, evanescent coupling is by far

the most robust, efficient, and controllable method. The most efficient method of evanescent

coupling is to use tapered fibers. Under critical coupling conditions when the resonator losses

equal the waveguide coupling loss, efficiencies up to 99.99%97 can be achieved. Nonetheless, the

major disadvantage of tapered fibers is their mechanical stability, which is critical for practical

sensing applications. Also, particles binding to the taper changes the coupling radically and the

transmission through the fiber reduces drastically upon binding of plasmonic nanoparticles.

Since, the robustness of the coupling is an important criteria for practical sensing applications,

we use a prism based coupling setup (see Figure 3.1). Although initial alignment is time con-

suming, coupling efficiencies of up to 80% can be achieved98 with robustness against mechanical,

thermal and pressure noise sources. Coupling using a prism is based on frustrated total internal

reflection (FTIR). Light tunnels from a prism to a WGM resonator when the evanescent field

of the latter is overlapped with the evanescent field due to total internal reflection at a prism

surface and the phase matching condition is met. Using a coupled mode approach, Gorodetsky
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Figure 3.3. (a) Schematic of a microsphere resonator evanescently coupled via a prism. (b)
Normalized transmission spectrum (blue) and the corresponding fit (red) obtained from a silica
microsphere of d ≈ 98µ coupled via a prism coupling scheme.

et al. derive the conditions for coupling as,98

sin Φ =
l

npkR
(3.1a)

∆Φ2 =

√
n2
s − 1

n2
pkR cos2 Φ

(3.1b)

∆Θ2 =
ns +

√
n2
s − 1

n2
pkR

(3.1c)

where np is the refractive index of the prism material, ns is the refractive index of the sphere,

k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, R is the sphere radius, l is the mode number, Φ is the angle

of incidence at the prim surface, ∆Φ and ∆Θ are the divergence angles of the Gaussian input

beam in the Φ and Θ directions (see Figure 3.3).

For a fundamental l = m mode, (3.1a) reduces to sin Φ = ns/np. In this work a high refractive

index prism np ≈ 1.77 at λ = 780 nm is used. The input angle for coupling to fundamental

modes is thus Φ ≈ 55.21 deg, the divergence angles are ∆Φ ≈ 3.11 deg and ∆Θ ≈ 2.29 deg. The

energy transfer between the prism and WGMR is reversible, taking place in both directions.

The coupling strength is dependent on the distance between the prism and the resonator. The

loaded quality factor QL for the coupler-resonator system is,

Q−1
L = Q−1

int +Q−1
coup, (3.2)

where Qint is the intrinsic quality factor of the resonator and Qcoup is the quality factor of the

coupler. Maximum energy transfer occurs when the intrinsic Qint equals the coupling quality

factor Qcoup. In this work, coupling efficiencies of ≈ 40−70% were routinely achieved and hence

coupled input powers of 60-100µW were achieved.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Wiring diagram of the setup for acquiring the WGM spectra. (b) Illustrations
of the different stages in the acquisition. First, the photodetector (PD) output during a piezo
up-scan without WGM coupling is recorded. Then, light is coupled into the WGMs and a
transmission dip is obtained. The PD output with the WGM dip is normalized using the
background PD output. Finally, the position and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
transmission dip are extracted for each piezo up-scan using the algorithm presented by Baaske
and Vollmer.99

3.4 Acquisition of the WGM spectra

The complete WGM spectrum is obtained by scanning the external cavity diode laser (EDCL,

TA Pro 780, Toptica GmbH, Munich, Germany) at a scan rate of 50 Hz. Figure 3.4a shows

the wiring diagram of the setup. The piezo scan controller of the EDCL is triggered using a

function generator (Agilent 33500B) at 50 Hz. The scan controller then provides symmetric

triangular waveforms as input to the piezo of the EDCL. The data acquisition (DAQ, National

Instruments PCI 6132) is synchronized to the scanning using the SYNC OUT of the function

generator. Figure 3.4b shows sketches of the different stages in the acquisition of the WGM

time traces. First, the photodetector voltage (PD) out is recorded without coupling to WGMs

to obtain the background level. Then, WGMs are initially identified as transmission dips by a

large scan bandwidth of ≈ 50 GHz and/or using a manual coarse tuning of the laser grating. The

bandwidth is reduced to 2− 5 GHz around the desired WGM transmission dip for experiments

as shown. The PD output is then normalized with the background to obtain a normalized

transmission spectrum. Finally, a centroid fitting algorithm is used to identify the resonance

position and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the WGM transmission dip. A Labview

program developed by Martin Baaske is utilized for acquiring the raw WGM spectra and the

estimation of the position and width of the WGM resonance. A detailed description of the

algorithm is provided in Supplementary Section 1 of Baaske and Vollmer.99

3.5 Implementation of the Pound-Drever-Hall lock

High bandwidth (MHz) data acquisition is performed by locking the laser to the WGM trans-

mission dip using a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) lock. More details on the PDH lock is provided
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Figure 3.5. (a) Schematic of the circuit for realizing the PDH lock. (b) Illustration of the
various stages in acquisition of the WGM resonance position using the PDH lock-in.

in Chapter 6. The schematic of a circuit for realizing a PDH lock is shown in Figure 3.5a.

The input from the laser is modulated using an electro-optic phase modulator (EOM, Phot-

line NIR-MPX800-LN-05, iXblue Photonics) to add side-bands on the WGM transmission dip

as shown in Figure 3.5b. An RF generator (SMC100A, Rhode & Schwarz, Germany) is used

as the local oscillator to drive the EOM. The signal from the RF generator is split using a

50:50 power splitter (ZMSC-2-1+, Minicircuits Inc., USA) and used as the local oscillator for

the frequency mixer (ZLW-2, Minicircuits Inc., USA). The transmitted light from the prism is

collected using a Silicon amplified photodiode (PD015A, Thorlabs Inc., USA) and split using

a Bias-Tee (ZFBT-4R2G+, Minicircuits Inc. USA). The low-frequency component is used for

aiding in setting up the lock, while the RF component is amplified again using a low-noise RF

amplifier (ZX60-P103LN+, Minicircuits Inc., USA). The amplified signal is then mixed with

the local oscillator using the frequency mixer to obtain the error signal as shown in Figure 3.5b.

The linear part of the error signal (green, dashed) is then used as feedback to lock the laser to

the WGM frequency using a high-speed PID controller (FALC or Digilock, Toptica Photonics

GmbH, Germany). The WGM position information is then obtained real-time with a µs time

resolution as sketched in Figure 3.5b.

3.6 Data acquisition and analysis

A graphical user interface is developed in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc, USA) for processing the

WGM time traces. First, drift correction is applied to remove the slow variation of the resonance

position (∆λ) if required. The drift of ∆λ occurs due to slow variation of temperature and

pressure in the sample chamber. In the case of the PDH signal, most of the drift is automatically

accounted for by the PID feedback to the laser. However, large amplitude changes in pressure

and temperature are still measured by the error signal. A first-order Savitzky-Golay filter100

with a window length depending on the sampling rate is applied to the signal.

Figure 3.6a shows the WGM resonance time traces obtained after drift correction has been
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Figure 3.6. a) WGM time traces after drift correction. (b) Individual peaks detected using the
peak-detection algorithm. (c) Grouped peaks (solid line) with a time threshold of 50ms. (d)
Re-grouping peaks to identify sub-domains with a smaller grouping threshold of 20 ms.

applied. Next, a peak detection algorithm based on the MATLAB function findpeaks is used

to find the ∆λ values corresponding to single-molecule events. The ’spike’ like transitions seen

in Figure 3.6a are defined as the signals. Hence, the signal is similar in character to the noise

but has a higher amplitude. We quantify as signal peaks, all ’spikes’ with amplitude higher than

3 − 5σ (where σ is the standard deviation of the background). The value of σ is evaluated by

dividing the WGM time trace into windows of N points and evaluating the standard deviation

of each N -point window. The value of N is set between 10− 1000 depending on the frequency

of the data acquisition, where higher values are set for higher DAQ frequencies. The minimum

value of the standard deviation obtained is taken as the σ of the background.

Then, the threshold for detecting peaks using findpeaks is chosen manually between 3 − 5σ.

Figure 3.6b shows the peaks detected in a segment of the WGM time trace. The triangles show

all the individual peaks detected above the threshold. The detected peaks are then classified

into single-molecule ’events’. A single molecule ’event’ defines the set of signal peaks that

belong to one set of interactions. The detected peaks are coalesced into ’events’ using a nearest-

neighbor search based on a grouping threshold. Essentially, any consecutive peaks within a

time separation of ∆t are coalesced into one single-molecule ’event’. The grouping threshold

∆t used in this work is between 50− 150 ms. Figure 3.6c shows the peaks detected from

Figure 3.6b grouped into single-molecule events using ∆t = 50 ms. Further, single-molecule

events can contain sub-domains. These are extracted by using a smaller grouping threshold of
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10− 30 ms (Figure 3.6d). The source code of the GUI can be obtained from https://github.

com/ssubram905/WGM_DataAnalysis.git.

3.7 Standard protocol for single-molecule

experiments

The protocol for utilizing the sensor for single-molecule detection varies depending on the ex-

periment. However, a standard framework can be provided that can be adapted to individual

experimental requirements. Figure 3.7 shows a sketch of the various steps in the standard

protocol for performing single-molecule experiments. The steps are as follows:

• A glass microsphere with a diameter of ≈ 80µm is fabricated using the protocol described

in Section 3.2. The resonator is then placed in the setup and aligned to the optical beam

to enable coupling to WGMs.

• Commercially available plasmonic gold nanorods are attached to the microsphere from

a suspension of gold nanorods. The gold nanorods are coated with either a positive,

negative, or neutral surfactant. For positively coated nanorods, attachment is performed

directly to bare resonators at a solution pH of 1.6. For neutral or negatively coated

nanoparticles, an intermediate positive coating is applied to the resonator using a mono-

layer of amino silane. Excess gold nanorods are removed and the sample chamber is

washed multiple times to remove the remaining nanorods.

• Depending on further experimental requirements, a monolayer of anti-fouling polymer

usually containing long side chains of polyethyleneglycol (PEG) is added to the regions

without gold nanoparticles to prevent any biomolecules from attaching to the microsphere

surface. The functionalization with PEG can be applied in different ways depending on

the charge on the resonator surface and gold nanorods. When bare resonators (nega-

tive charge on glass) and CTAB coated nanorods (positive charge) are used, a positively

charged molecule, PLL-g-PEG (5 KDa PEG, SuSoS AG, Switzerland) is used for function-

alization. After the immobilization of the the gold nanorods, the resonator is submerged

in a solution of approximately 2 µg/ml of PLL-g-PEG in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4 for 30

mins. The resonator is then washed with DI water to remove any loosely bound PLL-g-

PEG. When aminosilanized resontors (positive charge and free amine group on glass) and

citrate capped nanorod (negative charge on nanorods) are used, a 100nM solution of PEG

containing succinimidyl carboxymethyl ester (NHS-PEG, JKA3016-1G, Sigma Aldrich)

in 20mM HEPES, pH 7.4 is used. The NHS ester reacts with the free primary present on

the glass surface.

• Single molecules of a linker/molecule 1 with either thiol or amine functionalizations are

attached to the gold nanoparticles using different buffers. The type and pH of buffers

depend on specific requirements of the experiment and are provided in later chapters.
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Figure 3.7. Sketch of the standard protocol of single-molecule experiments using the optoplas-
monic sensor. First, the microsphere is fabricated using a CO2 laser melting method. Then,
plasmonic gold nanoparticles are typically attached electrostatically from a solution either with
or without amino-silanization of the sphere. Next, single thiolated or amine-functionalized
linker molecules are attached to the gold surface. Finally, the interaction of the biomolecule
of interest with the linker or the gold surface is studied. This final step can be extended by
forming a cascade of the molecule on the gold surface similar to the previous step.

• The sample chamber is rinsed and the next buffer is added for further experiments. The

ligand/molecule 2 is added to the sample chamber and the interactions of the ligand with

the linker are monitored via shifts in the WGM. The previous steps are repeated to form

a cascade of molecules on the gold nanoparticle surface if required.

Table 3.1 lists the common nanorod functionalizations used for immobilizing the nanorods on

the resonator. The pros and cons of each functionalization are also listed. Typically, CTAB

(Cetrimonium bromide) or citrate capped nanorods are easily available via commercial sources.

MPTMS ((3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane) functionalized nanorods have to be synthesized

in the lab starting from citrate capped nanorods and exchanging the ligand. CTAB capped

nanorods are used in this work as they can be attached via a one-step immobilization procedure.

This reduces measurement time significantly while increasing the likelihood of obtaining a high

Q resonator before nanorod attachment. Citrate capped resonators require the resonator surface

to be pre-functionalized with aminosilanes. This process can result in reduction of the Q due

to non-uniform coating of the aminosilanes. Additional issues with aminosilanization of the

resonators arise due to the high positive charge on the surface. Biomolecules having negative

charged regions attach to the resonator surface in bulk further reducing the Q. Hence, anti-

fouling agents have to be added to the resonator. However, perfect coverage of the surface with

an anti-fouling agent is very difficult.
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Table 3.1. Immobilization of nanorods with different surface functionalizations, and their pros
and cons.

Nanorod
functionaliza-
tion

Immobilization
method

Pros Cons

CTAB Van der
Waal’s/
Electrostatic

Simple one-step process Not stable above pH 8

Relatively stable over pH
3-8

CTAB prevents easy
binding of molecules

Well tested protocols for
SM studies in lab

CTAB toxic to many bi-
molecules

MPTMS Covalent High stability over the
entire pH range

Multi-step process

Molecules of interest can
be pre-functionalized

Nanorods functionaliza-
tion to MPTMS required

MPTMS surface density
tuning is tricky

Citrate

Electrostatic/
covalent

Very stable over large pH
range

Silanization required.
Multi step process

Citrate allows easy bind-
ing of molecules

Silanization often ruins
Q

Most protocols in the
literature use citrate
capped nanorods

Positive charge on res-
onator. Screening is dif-
ficult.
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Chapter 4

Sensing with WGMs: Nanoparticles

to single molecules

This chapter provides a first look at sensing single entities using WGMs. First, we study the

interaction of small gold nanorods with the WGM and show the dependence of the WGM wave-

length shifts on the polarisability of the particles. Next, the assembly of the gold nanoparticles

with different surface coatings on the WGM is presented. Then, we establish the single-molecule

detection capabilities of the WGM-plasmonic hybrid system by detecting the binding of small

thiolated molecules to the gold nanorods. Finally, the interaction of single molecules (DNA-

hybridization) is monitored using the sensor to showcase the ability of the sensor to monitor

more complex single-molecule interactions.

4.1 Detection of single gold nanoparticles

As a first step towards detecting single molecules, we detect the diffusion of plasmonic gold

nanoparticles in an aqueous medium. The fractional shift of the WGM due to the presence of a

small sub-wavelength nanoparticle is proportional to the polarizability of the particle according

to (2.13). Hence, gold nanoparticles with their large polarizability are relatively simple to detect

using the WGM sensor. A spherical WGM microcavity of diameter approximately 82µm was

fabricated by the procedure described in Section 3.2. The resonator was then immersed in a

sample chamber containing 400µl de-ionized (DI) water and WGMs were excited using a prism

coupling setup (see Section 3.1). Plasmonic gold nanorods with LSPR≈ 750 nm (A12-10-CTAB-

250, Nanopartz Inc., USA) were injected into the sample chamber to a final concentration of

1.2 pM. The WGM spectra were obtained by scanning a tunable EDCL at a rate of 50 Hz in

a small bandwidth around the WGM resonance. Figure 4.1a plots the WGM spectra obtained

before and during the diffusion of a single gold nanorod across the evanescent field of the

WGM. The initial WGM transmission spectrum (blue) shifts and broadens (orange) when a

gold nanorod interacts with the evanescent field of the WGM.

The large deformation of the WGM spectrum from a single Lorentzian line shape is due to the
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Figure 4.1. (a) WGM transmission spectra measured at different times during the diffusion
of gold nanorods across the WGM cavity surface. (b) Time traces of of the WGM resonance
wavelength (blue) and resonance FWHM (orange) during the interaction of gold nanorods. The
times of the extracted WGM spectra in (a) are denoted by numbers.

fast diffusion of the nanorod (rate of diffusion >> laser scan rate). The complex line shape

results from the different overlaps of the nanorod with the evanescent field as it moves across

the WGM within one laser scan. When the gold nanorod is further away from the evanescent

field of the WGM, the transmission spectrum returns the original position (Figure 4.1a, yellow).

Figure 4.1b plots the time traces of the WGM resonance position and FWHM estimated using

a centroid fitting algorithm as described in Section 3.4. The peaks observed in the time traces

indicate the interaction of the gold nanorods with the WGM. The amplitude of the peaks is

proportional to the polarizability of the nanorod at the WGM resonance wavelength and the

electric field intensity at the particle’s position according to (2.13) to (2.15). Since the solution

of the nanorods contains a distribution of nanoparticles with slightly different polarizabilities,

the influence of the polarizability and the electric field intensity cannot be separated just using

resonance shifts from a single WGM.

4.1.1 Dependence of the WGM wavelength shifts on the

polarizability of nanoparticles

In the previous section, we saw that the interaction of gold nanoparticles with the evanescent

field of the WGM causes a shift in the WGM resonance position and FWHM. According to

(2.13), the shift in the resonance position ∆λ is proportional to the real part of the polariz-

ability of the nanoparticles. Hence, the ∆λ is positive or negative depending on <(α) of the

nanoparticle. For asymmetric gold nanoparticles such as gold nanorods, the real part of polariz-

ability along the longitudinal axes changes sign at the LSPR. Figure 4.2a plots the value of <(α)

for ellipsoidal gold nanorods with LSPR from approximately 650 − 1064 nm calculated using

(2.27). Here, the dimensions of the ellipsoidal nanoparticles were a1 = 5 nm, a2 = 3 nm and

aspect ratio e = 2.65, 3.5, 3.8, 6.3 for the nanoprticles with longitudinal LSPRs approximately

650, 750, 780 and 1064 nm, respectively. The typical resonance wavelength of the WGM reso-

nance used in our experiments (green vertical line) is also plotted for reference. The plot shows
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that <(α) changes sign from negative to positive at the longitudinal LSPR wavelength. Hence,

for a WGM with λWGM ≈ 780 nm, gold nanorods with longitudinal LSPR < 780 nm provide

predominantly positive shifts while gold nanorods with LSPR > 780 nm provide predominantly

negative shifts and zero shifts for LSPR ≈ 780 nm. A small amount of positive shifts are ob-

served for nanoparticles with LSPR > 780 nm. These positive shifts arise mainly due to the

excitation of the transverse LSPRs of the nanoparticles. Due to the rotational diffusion101 of

asymmetric nanoparticles such as gold nanorods in solution, different axes of the nanoparticle

may align with the polarization of the WGM evanescent field. The polarizability of the nanopar-

ticle along the transverse direction is positive (since the LSPR occurs at a lower wavelength as

for spherical gold nanoparticles shown in Figure 2.11) and hence results in positive shifts when

the shorter axes aligns with the WGM polarization. A small fraction of the positive shifts may

also arise due to the heterogeneity of the sample, especially for the nanorods with longitudinal

LSPR at 780 nm.

Figure 4.2b plots the histograms of the mean peak heights ∆λ measured by a WGM micro-

sphere resonator of diameter approximately 85µM. CTAB coated plasmonic nanorods with

different LSPRs (A12-10-650-CTAB, A12-10-750-CTAB, A12-10-1064-CTAB) were purchased

from Nanopartz Inc., USA. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) capped nanoparticles (Au-800-PEG)

were purchased from NanoComposix, USA. The CTAB capped nanorods were synthesized to

a diameter of 10 nm and the lengths were varied to obtain different aspect ratio that provides

different longitudinal LSPRs. The PEG capped nanorods were synthesized with a diameter

of 14 nm. For the nanorods with LSPR ∼ 650 nm, the shifts are predominantly positive as

the mean LSPR is at a wavelength much lower than the WGM wavelength of ≈ 780 nm. As

the mean LSPR of the nanorods increase, the percentage of negative shifts increases with the

majority of the events producing negative shifts for nanorods with mean LSPR ∼ 1064 nm.

The histograms in Figure 4.2b show the validity of (2.13) in describing the resonance shifts of

WGM due to small sub-wavelength nanoparticles. Hence, optical WGMs can be used for the

qualitative characterization of nanoparticle polarizabilities.

4.1.2 Binding of gold nanoparticles to the WGM cavity

In the previous section, we showed that optical WGMs can be utilized to detect nanoparticles

with relatively large polarizabilities such as plasmonic gold nanoparticles. Similarly, other large

dielectric entities such as viruses (size ∼ 200 nm, and dielectric particles (size ∼ 100 nm) can also

be detected using a bare WGM sensor.55 However, detection of extremely small nanometer-sized

objects such as single proteins or DNA is beyond the sensitivity of a bare WGM resonance shift

due to practical limitations of the resonator quality and noise sources such as thermo-refractive

noise and laser frequency/phase noise (see Section 2.1.2). Hence, an enhancement of the signal

is required. This enhancement can be provided locally by plasmonic gold nanoparticles excited

by the evanescent field of the WGM. For reliable detection of single biomolecules, the gold

nanoparticles have to be attached to the WGM cavity surface robustly.

Many different protocols are available in the literature to attach nanoparticles on glass sur-
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Figure 4.2. (a) Real part of the polarizability of plasmonic gold nanorods along the long
axes with different longitudinal LSPRs. (b) Histogram of the event heights measured for the
interaction of gold nanorods with different aspect ratios to a WGM microcavity excited at
approximately 780 nm.

faces,102,103 however these fall broadly into the categories of electrostatic or covalent attach-

ment procedures. The electrostatic binding schemes involve modifying the surface charge of the

WGM cavity temporarily using different buffers or permanently using monolayers of charged

polymers. The gold nanoparticles are used as purchased to attach them to the WGM cavity

surface. The covalent binding procedures on the other hand involve modifying the WGM cav-

ity surface permanently to contain groups such as amines or thiols exposed to the solvent and

the gold nanoparticles are also modified to a complementary chemical species that form robust

covalent bonds with the surface amine or thiol groups. Charge based immobilization is the

simpler method due to the reduced number of steps resulting in a higher percentage of success-

ful attachments. However, the stability of the attached nanoparticles is lower than covalently

attached nanoparticles and hence the range of physiological conditions for use of these methods

is restricted. i

In this thesis, we use the electrostatic method of attachment with the protocol described below

unless explicitly specified otherwise. The plasmonic gold nanoparticles used in this work are

rod-shaped particles that are synthesized in solution and covered with a surfactant, typically

Cetrimonium bromide (CTAB), to avoid agglomeration in solution. It is well known that CTAB

coated gold nanoparticles are positively charged in solution at a neutral pH due to the formation

of a CTAB bilayer on the gold nanorod surface.104 The CTAB bilayer provides a net positive

charge to the nanoparticles due to the positively charged N head group. Nonetheless, the binding

efficiency of the nanoparticles to the glass WGM cavity is extremely low at a neutral pH where

glass is negatively charged. This is possibly due to the presence of the negatively charged

Bromide counter-ion with a weak dissociation constant at neutral pH.105 Baaske et al.,81 found

that a reduction in the pH of the solution to approximately 1.6 resulted in the effective binding

of the gold nanoparticles to the glass microcavity surface. The exact mechanism of the binding

isee Appendix B for notes on the stability of immobilized nanoparticles in buffers containing surfacts
such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).
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Figure 4.3. (a) WGM spectra before (blue) and after (orange) the binding of a plasmonic gold
nanorod. Inset shows a photograph of the spherical microcavity resonator with the scattering
from the gold nanorods. (b) Time traces of the WGM resonance wavelength and FWHM
showing step like transitions indicating the binding of single gold nanorods.

of CTAB coated gold nanorods to the glass surface is not completely understood. The working

hypothesis is that the neutral charge of the glass surface at this low pH enables the nanorods

to get close to the glass surface to attach via Van der Waals interaction.

Figure 4.3a plots the WGM spectra before (blue) and after (red) the binding of a single CTAB

coated gold nanorod at a pH ≈ 1.6. The final nanorod concentration in the sample chamber

was 500 fM and the pH of the solution was reduced to 1.6 by addition of 24 mM HCl. The

inset of Figure 4.3a shows a photograph of the WGM microsphere cavity imaged in the setup.

The outline of the cavity is marked with a white circle for reference. The scattering from the

attached nanoparticles is visible in the photograph. Figure 4.3b plots the time traces of the

∆λ and κ. The step-like transitions in the time traces indicate the binding of a single gold

nanorod. The steps in ∆λ can be positive or negative depending on the sign of the real part

of the polarizability, whereas the steps in κ are typically positive as the losses increase with

the addition of more particles. For single-molecule experiments, typically 5-10 gold nanorods

are attached and the process is stopped by removing the solution of gold nanorods from the

sample chamber. The sample chamber is then rinsed thrice with ultra-pure water for further

experiments.

4.2 Single-molecule detection using a

plasmon-enhanced WGM microcavity

4.2.1 Immobilization of single molecules

Detection of single molecules is performed using the WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor assembled

using the procedure described in the previous section. After rinsing the sample chamber post

attachment of the gold nanorods, the sample chamber is filled with 300-400µl of single-molecule
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Figure 4.4. (a) Illustration of the binding of single thiolated-PEG molecules to gold nanorods
attached to the WGM microcavity. (b) Time traces of the WGM resonance position and FWHM
showing step like transitions due to binding of single thiolated-PEG molecules. (c) Number of
binding events over time for the binding of single thiolated-PEG molecules.

loading buffer. Various protocols for functionalizing gold nanoparticles are available in liter-

ature. Commonly, molecules containing free thiol (SH) or amine (NH2) groups are utilized.

Alternatively, charge-based electrostatic functionalization schemes are also available. The co-

valent binding methods are preferred as these provide more robust and specific immobilization

of the molecules. Although, thiol and amine species are known to covalently bind to gold eas-

ily,37 the protocols vary vastly depending on the composition of the molecule as a whole.106 In

general, the binding of molecules to the plasmonic gold nanoparticle involves first removing or

destabilizing the surfactant (CTAB) layer.

For the thiol modified molecules typically used in this thesis, loading buffers either containing

0.02 % sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) or a sodium citrate-citric acid buffer (also known as

citrate buffer) at pH ≈ 3 with 1 M NaCl are used. Alternatively, a ultra-low pH method

pH ≈ 1.8−2 reported by Kim et al.51 was utilized. This method was later abandoned due to the

formation of DNA aggregates under ultra-low pH conditions. It has to be noted here that gold

nanoparticles attached electrostatically to the WGM microcavity using the protocol described

in the previous section might become unstable in SDS containing buffers (see Appendix B). The

citrate buffer avoids this issue of nanorod instability. Although, the citrate buffer works well for

small thiolated polymers, the efficiency for DNA loading is dependent on various factors and

careful design of the DNA sequence is required.106 Additionally, most proteins containing thiol

groups cannot be immobilized using this method due to the denaturation of proteins at low pH

conditions.107 However, owing to the relatively large size of proteins, immobilization of most

proteins is straightforward even under physiological conditions.

Figure 4.4a illustrates the binding of single sub-kDa molecules of thiolated-PEG (M.W. 458.7

g/mol, HS (PEG)7 COOH, ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) to the gold nanorods attached to

a WGM microcavity. A WGM microcavity of diameter 82µm was used for this experiment.

CTAB coated gold nanorods were attached to the microcavity as described previously. A

solution containing 0.02% SDS at pH of 3 with 1 M NaCl was used as the loading buffer. The

thiolated-PEG molecules were prepared to a stock concentration of 1 mM in ultra-pure water.

The thiolated-PEG was then mixed with Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) at a ratio of
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1:1 and left for 15 mins just before injected into the sample chamber. TCEP acts as a reducing

agent to prevent formation of disulfide bonds in solution. The sample was then injected into

the chamber containing the loading buffer to a final concentration of 1µM. Figure 4.4b shows

the time traces of the WGM resonance position ∆λ and FWHM κ. The distinct step-like

transitions in the time traces indicate binding of single molecules of thiolated-PEG as reported

previously.51,80 The fractional shift in the λ can still be described by (2.13), assuming that the

gold nanorod only acts to locally enhance the electric field E(rp) experienced by the molecule

as described in Section 2.1.2. However, the shift in FWHM κ is surprising as the losses induced

by small single molecules are negligible.108 The shift in κ arises from the phenomenon of

mode splitting which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Figure 4.4c plots the number

of molecules attached over time. The step heights were estimated semi-manually using the

MATLAB program described in section 3.6. The threshold for the minimum step height is

chosen to be > 5σ, where σ is estimated as described in section 3.6.

It can be seen from the plot that the time between events becomes larger as more molecules bind

leading to a saturation behavior. This is expected as the number of available sites for molecules

to bind reduces with each binding event. It has to be noted here that the steps here correspond

to a fraction of the actual number of thiolated-PEG molecules attached to the nanorods. For the

HS PEG7 COOH molecules used here, a surface binding density of 4.29 molecules per nm2

has been reported.109 Hence, approximately 1000 molecules can be attached to the tip of each

nanorod. Due to the small size of the HS PEG7 COOH, only a small fraction of the binding

sites on the tips of the gold nanorods provide the necessary enhancement for step signals above

the background noise. These binding sites are likely located on bumps or troughs on the tips

of the gold nanorod where further enhancement of the near-field intensity is achieved.80,81

4.2.2 Measuring the hybridization kinetics of DNA

oligonucleotides

Although detecting the binding of single molecules to gold nanoparticles is a significant step, a

more useful capability in terms of a biosensor is the ability to detect the interaction of multiple

molecules/chemical species in solution. In this section, we will show the ability of the plas-

monically enhanced-WGM sensor for detecting interactions of single molecules by measuring

the hybridization kinetics of single DNA oligonucleotides. It is now well known that DNA is a

molecule that stores the genetic information of living organisms, and the double helix structure

of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is well established. The ability to synthesize arbitrary strands

of small DNA sequences known as DNA oligonucleotides110 has found numerous applications in

the fields of molecular biology, biotechnology, and biosensing. DNA oligonucleotides have also

been utilized as sensor probes in single-molecule techniques such as DNA-PAINT, where fluo-

rescently labeled single-stranded DNA are utilized together with their complementary strands

for obtaining super-resolution images of samples.111,112

A single strand of DNA oligonucleotide is made up of nucleotides (nts) containing 4 nitrogenous

bases (adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), or guanine (G)) attached to a sugar-phosphate
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backbone. The nts are covalently attached via a phosphodiester linkage. The double helix

structure of double-stranded DNA is formed via hydrogen bonds between the nitrogenous bases.

The complementary base pairs (bps), (A), and (T) form two hydrogen bonds, whereas the pairs

(G) and (C) form three bonds. Hence, the stability of the double-helix depends on the sequence

and length of the DNA. For very short DNA sequences (∼ ten bps) with low amounts of (G,

C) pairs or with multiple mismatches in the complementary sequences, the duration for which

the two complementary strands hybridize (dissociation time) can be short (∼s).81,111 The

dissociation time also depends on the other factors such as the physiological conditions, namely

the ionic strength, temperature, and pH of the buffer. By varying the sequence of the oligos

and changing the ionic concentration, the kinetics of the hybridization (formation of double-

helix) of the two complementary DNA strands can be altered. For measurements in our sensor,

complementary DNA oligos with hybridization duration in the range of 0.1− 1 s are suitable as

the data acquisition rate for the laser scan is 0.02 s (see Section 3.4).

Table 4.1 provides the DNA oligo sequences used in this work. The DNA oligos were purchased

lyophilized from Eurofins Genomics Germany GmbH. The lyophilized powder was centrifuged

at 14000 rpm for 60 s and re-suspended in ultra-pure H2O to a stock concentration of 100µM.

The DNA oligo Thiol22 contains a modification at the 5′ end to contain a free thiol linker which

is attached to the gold nanoparticles. The complementary DNA oligo COMP22M3 contains 3

mismatches to the docking strand marked in red in Table 4.1. The mismatches ensure that the

hybridization duration of the DNA is short in the range that is easy to detect using our sensor.

The four consecutive (T)’s act as a spacer to separate the DNA from the gold surface to avoid

steric effects. Figure 4.5a shows an illustration of the DNA oligo Thiol22 immobilized on the

tip of a gold nanoparticle attached to a glass WGM microcavity. The zoom-in shows a sketch

of the reversible hybridization of Thiol22 with COMP22M3.

A resonator of diameter 85µM was utilized in this experiment and CTAB coated gold nanorods

(A12-10-CTAB-750) were attached to the WGM as described in Section 4.1.2. The thiolated

DNA oligo (Thiol22) was then immobilized on the gold nanorods in a solution containing

0.02 % SDS, pH ≈ 3 and 1 M NaCl. The DNA stock solution was pre-mixed with Tris(2

carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) at a ratio of 1:1 for 15 mins before injecting into the sample

chamber to a final DNA concentration of 1µM. The thiolated DNA was left to react with the

nanorods in the sample chamber for 30 mins. The excess Thiol22 was then removed and the

sample chamber was rinsed thoroughly thrice with ultra-pure water. Next, 400µl of ultra-pure

water with 20 mM NaCl was added to the sample chamber. Then, the complementary DNA

Table 4.1. Sequences of DNA oligomers used in our experiments. The DNA oligos were pur-
chased lyophilized from Eurofins Genomics Germany GmbH.

Name Sequence

Thiol22 5’- [ThiolC6] TTTT GAG ATA AAC GAG AAG GAT TGA T - 3’

COMP22M3 3’- CTC TAT TTC CTT TTC CTG ACT A - 5’
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Figure 4.5. (a) Illustration of the hybridization interaction of a single complementary DNA
strand with 3 mismatches to a DNA strand immobilized on the gold nanorods. (b) Time traces
of WGM resonance wavelength and FWHM for single DNA interaction.

COMP22M3 was added in steps of 200 nM. At each concentration step of COMP22M3, the ∆λ

and κ were recorded for 1 hr. Figure 4.5b plots the ∆λ and ∆κ time traces during the interac-

tion of COMP22M3 with Thiol22 on the surface of the gold nanorods. The spike-like transitions

in ∆λ indicate the interaction of a single COMP22M3 oligo with the docking Thiol22. These

spike-like transitions are classified into ’events’ using the algorithm described in Section 3.6. The

transient nature of these events indicates that the COMP22M3 oligos only hybridize with the

docking strand for short periods due to the mismatch in the sequences of DNA. The variation

in the time duration of these interactions denotes the statistical variation of the hybridization

kinetics between each single-molecule interaction.

Figure 4.6a plots the probability density function (pdf) histograms of the mean amplitude of the

hybridization events at three different concentrations of COMP22M3 from 200− 600 nM. The

corresponding log-normal fits to the data (red, solid), and the 3σ noise threshold (green, dashed)

are also plotted for reference. The estimation of the value of σ is as described in Section 3.6. The

plots show that the noise floor 3σ increases with increasing concentration of COMP22M3. This

is attributed to the saturation of some docking strands due to the high starting concentration of

the complementary DNA. Hence, for the peak detection at all concentrations of COMP22M3,

the σ estimated at 200 nM of the DNA was utilized. The pdf of the event mean amplitudes

closely follows a log-normal distribution as indicated by the fits (red, solid). A log-normal

distribution has a probability density function of the form,

p(x) =
1

xσ
√

2π
exp

(
−(lnx− µ)2

2σ2

)
(4.1)

with standard deviation σ and mean µ. Log-normal distributions are expected for data where

multiple underlying processes contribute to the observed data.113,114 Here, two different pro-

cesses contribute to the signal; (i) Multiple docking strands (Thiol22) are immobilized at dif-

ferent binding sites on the gold nanorods providing different enhancements for the signals, and

(ii) for each docking strand the thermodynamic fluctuation of the DNA on the gold nanorod
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Figure 4.6. (a) Probability density function plotted as histograms of the mean amplitude ∆λ
of the hybridization events and the corresponding log-normal fits. The threshold value of 3σ
(dashed, green) is plotted for reference. (b) Probability density function of the duration of
hybridization events τ and the corresponding log-normal fits. (c) Survivor functions of the
arrival time between consecutive events and the corresponding exponential fits.

provides different signal amplitudes around a mean fluctuation.

Figure 4.6b plots the histograms of the event duration τ at the three different concentrations

of COMP22M3 and the corresponding log-normal distribution fits to the data using (4.1) (red,

solid) are also plotted. Again, the log-normal distribution indicates a contribution to the events

from multiple processes. The variation of the event duration across the different docking strands

likely results in the stretched distribution. The event duration specifies the amount of time for

each DNA hybridization event under the experimental conditions. In ensemble measurements,

only an average event duration can be obtained, whereas the single-molecule experiments also

provide the statistical variation in the hybridization of ssDNA. Figure 4.6c plots the survivor

function S(∆t) = P (T < ∆t) of the event arrival times ∆t between two consecutive hybridiza-

tion events. The corresponding exponential fits to the function,

p(x) = a exp (−kx) (4.2)
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Figure 4.7. Dependence of the various event properties on concentration of COMP22M3. (a)
Mean amplitude of events ∆λ estimated from the log-normal fits. (b) Mean off-rate koff = 1/τm,
where τm is the mean event duration estimated from the log-normal fit. (c) Mean arrival rate
of events k = 1/∆tm, where ∆tm is the mean arrival time between two consecutive events
estimated from the exponential fit. The error bars plot the standard errors from the maximum
likelihood estimation.

are also plotted where k provides the rate of events. The distribution of ∆t follows a single expo-

nential (Poissonian distribution) as expected for events occurring randomly and independently

in time. The ∆t data provide the on-rate of the hybridization events.

Figure 4.7 plots the dependence of the average values of the different event properties on the

concentration of COMP22M3. Figure 4.7a plots the concentration dependence of the mean

event amplitude ∆λm estimated using the log-normal fits. The ∆λm shows a small increase with

concentration with a rate of 5.1×10−3 fm/nM. This small increase in the ∆λm is likely due to the

increase in the background noise with addition of more complementary DNA. Figure 4.7b plots

the off-rate koff of the events measured as koff = 1/τm, where τm is the mean event duration

estimated from the log-normal fit. The off-rate across the three concentrations is constant within

the fit errors. This is expected as the mean interaction duration of the hybridization events

remains constant with the concentration of the complementary DNA. A mean off-rate koff =

12.24 s−1 is calculated from the mean of the off-rates measured at the different concentrations.

This provides a mean interaction duration of τm = 81.7 ms. The short interaction duration is

expected due to the mismatches between docking and complementary strands, and the low salt

concentration in the solution.

Figure 4.7c plots the concentration dependence of the rate of arrival of events k = 1/∆tm, where

∆tm is the mean arrival time between two consecutive events estimated from the exponential fit.

The error bars plot the standard errors from the maximum likelihood estimation. As expected,

the rate of arrival of events increases linearly with the concentration of COMP22M3.ii This is

characterized by a linear fit (red, solid) to the data with a coefficient of correlation R2 = 0.98.

The linear fit provides an association rate k = 2.12 × 106 M−1s−1. It has to be noted here

that the actual single-molecule on-rate kon cannot be estimated from the data as the actual

number of sampled sites (docking strands contributing to the signal) is unknown. The number

of sites contributing to the signal is dependent on the local geometry of the gold nanorods and

iiA small saturation behavior can be seen at COMP22M3 concentration of 600 nM. However, the data
still fits well with a linear model to extract the association rate.
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the overlap of the docking strands with the plasmonic near-field. This number is not directly

accessible to the WGM-plasmonic sensor.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we showed the ability of optical WGMs to detect small sub-wavelength objects

such as plasmonic nanoparticles and the ability of the WGM-plasmonic hybrid system to detect

even single biomolecules and their interactions. Single plasmonic gold nanoparticles are easily

detected in solution due to their large real and imaginary part of the polarizability. The diffusion

of plasmonic gold nanoparticles across the WGM introduces a shift in the WGM resonance

wavelength as well as an increase in the FWHM. The shifts in the WGM spectrum is observed as

spike-like transitions in the time traces of the WGM position and FWHM. The WGM spectrum

is often distorted from a Lorentzian lineshape due to the fast diffusion (faster than the scanning

rate of the laser) of the nanoparticles across the WGM. The direction of the WGM wavelength

shift depends on the sign of the real part of the nanoparticle’s polarizability at the WGM

excitation wavelength. We showed that for gold nanorods with increasing LSPRs from 650 to

1064 nm, the WGM wavelength shifts change from predominantly positive to negative tracking

the change in the sign of the real part of the polarizability. Due to the surface coating of the gold

nanoparticles, binding of the nanoparticles to the WGM cavity surface does not occur under

physiological conditions. Binding of CTAB coated gold nanorods to the WGM was achieved by

lowering the pH of the solvent to the isoelectric point of glass, that is, 1.6. The binding of the

gold nanorods is observed as step-like transitions in the WGM time traces.

Single-molecule detection using WGMs was achieved by the enhancement provided by the gold

nanorods attached to the WGM surface. First, detection of the binding of small sub-kDa

molecules via step-like transitions in the WGM time traces was presented. The binding of the

small molecules to the gold nanorods is achieved via thiol or amine modification to the molecule.

Special loading buffers have to be utilized for the binding of the molecules. The conditions of

the buffers vary considerably depending on the molecule of interest. However, typically a low

pH (∼ 3) and high salt concentration (∼ 1M NaCl) is required for binding of the molecules

to the gold nanoparticles. The presence of surfactants such as SDS or Tween 20 also aids in

the efficient binding of the molecules. Only a small subset of all the molecules attached to a

single gold nanorod is observable using our sensor. This is since only a few binding sites on

the tips of the nanorods provide the required enhancement to detect single molecules. Pekcevik

et al. estimated that approximately 870 ssDNA molecules could be attached to gold nanorods

of size 10 × 38 nm.115 However, Kim et al. observed only approximately 60 binding events

per gold nanorod of a similar size using the WGM-nanorod sensor system.51 Hence, only a

small percentage of molecules ( < 10%) attached to the tips of the gold nanoparticles provide

signals sufficiently large to be detected using the WGM-plasmonic sensor. Further, the number

of attached attached ssDNA contributing to the signals of hybridization kinetics may be smaller

depending on the complementary ssDNA size, and the overlap of the hybridized DNA with the

plasmonic near-field.
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Once single molecules are attached to the gold nanorods, their interactions with other ligands

can be monitored using our sensor. Single DNA hybridization events in the solution were mon-

itored using the WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor. The hybridization of a complementary DNA

strand to a single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide bound to the gold surface could be monitored

as spike-like transitions in the WGM wavelength shift. Peaks above 3σ were characterized

as signals and the kinetics of the hybridization could be monitored by extracting the ampli-

tudes, duration, and arrival times of the events. As expected for single-molecule events, the

arrival times between events were distributed with a Poisson distribution. An exponential fit

to the distribution of the arrival times provided the rate of events. Concentration-dependent

measurements showed that the rate of events increased linearly with the concentration of the

complementary DNA oligonucleotide as expected for independent events. The on-rate for the

hybridization events could be estimated using a linear fit to the concentration dependence to

be kon = 2.12 × 106 M−1s−1. The off-rate of the events could be estimated from a log-normal

distribution fit to the event duration. The off-rate was estimated to be koff = 12.24 s−1. The

rates estimated provided a dissociation constant of Kd = 5.77µM. The high dissociation con-

stant indicates a low binding affinity of the two DNA strands as would be expected for short

strands of DNA with multiple mismatches.
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Chapter 5

Single-molecule sensing by effective

linewidth shifts of WGMs

5.1 Introduction

Single-molecule detection using WGM based sensors typically depends on monitoring the shift

of the WGM resonance frequency over time. The FWHM of the resonance does not usually

provide any signals as the imaginary part of the refractive index of most small molecules is

negligible at visible wavelengths. In this chapter, we show that an effective change in the WGM

linewidth (FWHM) can be obtained for single-molecule sensing. Further, we will see that the

change in effective linewidth does not arise from the losses introduced by single molecules. The

change in linewidth rather arises from a change in the unresolved frequency splitting of WGMs

due to the presence of surface scatterers. Section 2.1 briefly described the origin of frequency

splitting in WGMs due to the presence of a single scatterer. This chapter further describes

the theory of frequency splitting of WGMs and extends the description to the case of multiple

scatterers. Then, experimental results for single-molecule sensing using the effective WGM

linewidth as a proxy for frequency splitting are provided. Further, we show that the linewidth

shifts are better than the resonance frequency shifts for single-molecule sensing under certain

conditions.

5.2 Frequency splitting of WGMs due to the

presence of multiple surface scatterers

As previously described in Section 2.1.1, the azimuthal mode number m defines two counter-

propagating WGM modes, one for +m and the other for −m. In resonators without any

The content of this chapter appeared in Subramanian, S., Vincent, S., and Vollmer, F., “Effective
linewidth shifts in single-molecule detection using optical whispering gallery modes,” Applied Physics
Letters 117(15), 151106 (2020).
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of the coupling of light into the WGM and the cross coupling of clockwise
(CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) modes due to the presence of surface scatterers.

inhomogeneity or scattering, both of these modes are degenerate in frequency. Rayleigh scat-

tering from the gold nanoparticles present in our WGM-plasmonic system causes a transfer

of power from the initially coupled mode to the counter-propagating WGM modei and leads

to a frequency splitting of the two modes. The addition of multiple scatterers can cause the

splitting to increase or decrease depending on the position of the scatterers. The interference

of the counter-propagating WGMs leads to the formation of standing wave modes (SWMs).

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the WGM-plasmonic system coupled via FTIR at a prism

surface with multiple gold nanorods attached to the surface. Light is initially coupled in the

clockwise (CW) direction with a coupling coefficient κc and the presence of the gold nanopar-

ticles introduces a coupling into the counter-clockwise direction (CCW) with a rate of g. The

coupling between the CW and CCW modes can be described using a coupled mode theory116,117

with the slowly varying envelope approximation.

Let us first consider the simple case of the binding of one nanoaprticle to the the cavity in

Figure 5.1. The cross coupling of light from the CW to the CCW directions is equivalent to the

shift of resonance frequency by the particle and is given by g = ∆ω from (2.13). Additionally, the

scattering κs and absorption losses κa are given by (2.15), (2.14). The time varying amplitudes

acw and accw can then be given as,118

dacw
dt

=

(
−i(∆− g) +

κs + κa + κ0 + κex
2

)
.acw −

(
ig − κs + κa

2

)
.accw +

√
κexscw (5.1a)

daccw
dt

=

(
−i(∆− g) +

κs + κa + κ0 + κex
2

)
.accw −

(
ig − κs + κa

2

)
.acw +

√
κexsccw. (5.1b)

Here, scw, sccw are the input powers in the CW and CCW directions, κ0 is the intrinsic loss

iThe scatterer causes transfer of power to all confined and radiative resonator modes. The
coupling to modes other than counter-propagating mode is included in the intrinsic resonator
loss defined by κ0.
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rate of the WGM, κex is the rate of coupling and ∆ = ω−ω0 is the laser detuning with respect

to the original WGM frequency. We can now define the normal modes of the resonator as

a± = (acw ± accw)/
√

2, normal modes of the input as s± = (scw + sccw)/
√

2 and rewrite (5.1)

as,

da+

dt
=

(
−i(∆− 2g) +

2κs + 2κa + κ0 + κex
2

)
.a+ +

√
κexs+ (5.2a)

da−
dt

=

(
−i∆ +

κ0 + κex
2

)
.a− +

√
κexs−. (5.2b)

The steady-state solutions of (5.2) can be obtained by setting da+/dt = 0 and da−/dt = 0 as,

a+ =
−√κexs+

−i(∆− 2g) + (2κs + 2κa + κ0 + κex)/2
(5.3a)

a− =
−√κexs−

−i∆ + (κ0 + κex)/2
. (5.3b)

Here, a+ and a− provide the amplitudes of the symmetric and anti-symmetric standing wave

modes (SWMs), respectively. It is clear from (5.3) that the symmetric mode is shifted by 2g

from the degenerate WGM and the anti-symmetric mode is unshifted. It has to be noted here

that the shift of a WGM without a mode-split is g whereas the splitting between the SWMs is

2g.

The case of multiple particles attaching to the resonator can be formulated as an extension

of (5.3) by including the dependence of g, κs and κa on the angular position of the binding.

The two SWMs are orthogonal modes with field amplitudes varying sinusoudally around the

circumference of the resonator. Hence, the shift ∆ω+ and ∆ω− of the SWMs upon binding of

N nanoparticles can be given as,119

∆ω+ ≡ ω+ − ω0 =
N∑
n=1

2gn cos2 (φ1 − ψn) (5.4a)

∆ω− ≡ ω− − ω0 =
N∑
n=1

2gn sin2 (φ1 − ψn), (5.4b)

where gn is the frequency shift introduced by the nth particle, φ1 is the spatial phase difference

of the first particle from the anti-node of one SWM and ψn is the phase distance of the nth

particle from the first particle. Similarly, the increase in losses ∆κ = κs + κa can be given as,

∆κ+ =
N∑
n=1

2(κsn + κan) cos2 (φ1 − ψn) (5.5a)

∆κ− =
N∑
n=1

2(κsn + κan) sin2 (φ1 − ψn), (5.5b)

where, κsn and κan are the scattering and absorption losses introduced by the nth nanoparticle.
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Figure 5.2. Magnetic field intensity distributions of disk resonators with R = 5µm with gold
nanoparticles near the resonator surface. (a) Field distributions for a single nanoparticle of
radius rp = 30 nm at a distance of 5 nm from the resonator surface. (a) Field distributions for a
three nanoparticles of radius rp1 = 30 nm, rp1 = 20 nm, rp2 = 25 nm at a distance of 5 nm from
the resonator surface. The particles are located at azimuthal angular position β1 = 0, β2 = 0.27
and β3 = −0.25.

The relative mode split between the two SWMs is given as,

SN = |∆ω+ −∆ω−| =
N∑
n=1

2gn cos (2φ1 − 2ψn). (5.6)

The total loss induced is given as,

∆κN =
N∑
n=1

2(κsn + κan). (5.7)

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) are the key results of the chapter as discussed in the next section.

5.3 Detection of single molecules using linewidth

shifts of WGMs

To study the effect of multiple scatterers on the WGM field distribution, simulations were per-

formed using a Finite Element Modesolver (FEM) in COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulations

were performed by considering small gold nanoparticles within the evanescent field of a disk

shaped WGM resonator to reduce simulation complexity and computational time. However, the
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Figure 5.3. Sketch of the unresolved mode split and the corresponding direction of shift of the
WGM resonance wavelength and the linewidth depending on the interaction of small sub-kDa
molecules with nanoparticle I or II, respectively.

results obtained for the disk resonators are qualitatively applicable to any WGM resonator. Fig-

ure 5.2a,b plots the magnetic field intensity distributions of the symmetric and anti-symmetric

WGM for the presence of a single scatterer. The simulations were performed for a disk resonator

of radius R =5µm, with a circular gold nanoaprticle of radius rp = 30 nm located at a distance

of d = 5 nm from the resonator surface and excited around λ = 780 nm. The simulations show

that the SWMs are formed such that the symmetric SWM has an anti-node at the particle

position and the anti-symmetric mode has a node at the particle position. For multiple parti-

cles, the mode formation is dependent on the relative positions of the particle and can become

complex.78 Figure 5.2c,d plots the intensity distributions for the binding of three nanoparticles

of radii rp1 = 30 nm, rp2 = 20 nm and rp3 = 25 nm. The nanoparticles are located at angular

positions β1 = 0, β2 = 0.27 and β3 = −0.25 and a distance of d = 5 nm from the WGM surface.

It can be seen that np1 (np2) is in the node (anti-node) of one SWM and the anti-node (node)

of the other, while np3 overlaps with both SWMs partially.

If the mode splitting SN < ∆κN + κ0 + κex, then the mode splitting after binding of N

nanoparticles is smaller than the total linewidth of the mode and hence the splitting is not

resolvable. Hence, instead of two distinct lineshapes, only one mode that is the superposition

of the two SWMs is observed in the transmission spectrum. This scenario is often the case in

WGM-plasmonic systems where the extinction cross-section of the gold nanoparticles is high

due to the excitation of LSPRs by the WGM. Figure 5.3 shows a sketch of an unresolved mode

split (blue,red) and the actual observable WGM lineshape (yellow). The interaction of sub-kDa

single molecules with the gold nanoparticles on the WGM surface causes a change in mode

splitting SN . As the mode splitting is unresolved, the change in splitting is translated into a

change in the linewidth κ of the WGM.

For example, when a small molecule binds to the single gold nanoparticle shown in Figure 5.2a,b,

SWM 1 shifts by an amount g′, while SWM 2 remains unaffected. Hence, the mode splitting

SN changes by an amount of 2g′ according to (5.6). A corresponding shift of g′ is observed in

the WGM frequency, while the FWHM (as a proxy for the splitting) shifts by 2g′. In the case

of multiple nanoparticles attached to the WGM surface, the shifting of the individual SWMs

is dependent on the position of the nanoparticles on the surface. For the system with three
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Figure 5.4. Experimentally measured shift of the WGM lineshape upon binding of Dithiobis(C2-
NTA molecules) to the plasmonic gold nanorods attached to the WGM.(a) Shift of the WGM
resonance wavelength ∆λ. (b) The shift of the WGM resonance linewidth κ.

nanoparticles in Figure 5.2c,d , a molecule binding to NP1 introduces a shift to the SWM 1 as

illustrated in Figure 5.3a. Hence, an increase in splitting by a factor of |2g′| is introduced leading

to an apparent increase in the FWHM. Whereas, when the molecule interacts with NP2, the

shorter wavelength SWM 2 shifts as it is maximally overlapped with the nanoparticle as shown

in figure 5.3b. This results in a decrease of splitting SN by the factor |2g′| leading to an apparent

negative shift in the FWHM. Finally, when the molecule interacts with NP3, both SWMs are

partially shifted and hence the change in splitting is given by (5.6) as ∆SN = 2g′cos(φ1 − ψn).

Figure 5.4 plots an example of the WGM resonance wavelength shift (∆λ) and the linewidth

(κ) upon binding of single molecules of Dithiobis(C2-NTA), C26H44Cl2N4O14S2 (M.W. 771.8,

Dojindo EU GmbH). The shift in ∆λ ≡ −g′ is always positive whereas the linewidth shift

changes sign depending on the nanoparticle position as predicted by (5.6).

In general, the linewidth shifts due to single molecules can vary from 2g′ to −2g′ depending

on the position of the binding around the circumference of the resonator. Fig. 5.5a plots the

linewidth change |∆κ| vs the resonance shift (∆λ) for the binding of multiple Dithiobis(C2-

NTA) molecules across three spherical WGM resonators. As predicted by (5.6), the magnitude

of the linewidth shifts lies between 0− 2∆λ. Hence, a signal enhancement of 2 can be obtained

by linewidth signals. However, it has to be noted here that the WGM linewidth noise scales

independently of the noise in the WGM resonance position. The linewidth noise is mainly

dominated by the loaded quality factor QL = (κ0 + κa + κs)/ω for short integration times,

while the WGM frequency noise is dominated by the laser frequency/phase noise. Typically, for

medium quality resonators with QL ≈ 106−107, noise in linewidth is approximately twice that of

the WGM resonance wavelength. The short term noise of the WGM is quantified as the standard

deviation of signal 3σ estimated over 200 ms. The background noise for the experiments plotted

in figure 5.4 is 1.2 fm for ∆λ and 2.9 fm for ∆κ. Since the noise in the linewidth is associated

with QL, a higher QL in the range of 108 will provide a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for

measurements using the linewidth. Nonetheless, at longer integration times, the noise in the
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Figure 5.5. (a) WGM linewidth shift (|∆κ|) vs the resonance wavelength shift ∆λ for the
binding of Dithiobis(C2-NTA) molecules measured using three different plasmonically enhanced
spherical WGM resonators. (b) WGM linewidth shifts ∆κ as a function of the phase difference
between the first nanoparticle and nanoparticle n where the molecule binds.

WGM resonance position quickly exceeds the WGM linewidth noise due to the long term noise

sources such as laser/ WGM frequency drifts due to changes in temperature, pressure, and

analyte concentrations.

Additionally, information on the position of the binding molecules along the circumference of the

resonator can be estimated from 5.6 as plotted in Fig. 5.4b. The clustering of the events around

specific values of φ1 − ψn indicates the relative azimuthal position of the gold nanoparticles

attached to the WGM resonator. The differences in amplitude of ∆κ within each cluster arise

from the different enhancements experienced by the molecules attaching to different locations

on the same nanoparticle. Further, the polar position of the nanoparticles can be estimated

using multiple WGMs of different m orders.120

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the origin of linewidth shifts from the binding of single

molecules to our sensor. The shift in linewidth arises from the unresolved mode-splitting of

the SWMs. The SWMs are formed due to the interference of counter-propagating modes of

a WGM in the presence of small scatterers on the WGM cavity surface. Detection of even

extremely small sub-kDa single molecules can be achieved with this scheme. The linewidth

shift can take values between −2∆λ to 2∆λ and hence can be more sensitive to single-molecule

events compared to the resonance shift ∆λ. However, the noise for WGM linewidth is typically

larger than for the WGM resonance shift. Hence, the SNR is often lower for the linewidth

shifts. A high SNR can be obtained by utilizing high Q resonators (Q 107−108). Even without

significant improvements to the noise figure the WGM linewidth is a more robust channel for

detecting single molecules as it is robust against long-term noise sources such as laser or WGM

frequency drifts due to changes in temperature, pressure, and local analyte concentrations. The
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WGM linewidth can hence provide long-term signals without the need for complicated feedback

and stabilization techniques.

Recently, Vincent et al.121 presented linewidth signals ∆κ > 2∆λ. These signals are not

explained by the shifting of unresolved split-modes. Alternative explanations are required to

describe the observations presented therein. In our experiments, due to the random loading

of the gold nanoparticles, most linewidth shifts were not maximized. Precise control over the

nanoparticle immobilization can maximize the shifts in the linewidth. Combining ∆κ and ∆λ

allows us to extract the information on the relative azimuthal position of the gold nanoparticles

in our sensor. The polar position of the gold nanoparticles can be obtained using a method

reported by Keng et al.120 Locating the gold nanoparticles around the WGM cavity surface can

allow us to perform multiplexed detection with different receptor molecules on each nanorod

attached to the WGM cavity surface. Finally, identifying the position of the nanoparticles

can aid in discerning the contributions of molecular weight, orientation, and chirality to the

single-molecule signals.
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Chapter 6

Fast detection of nanoparticles and

single molecules

6.1 Introduction

We have so far seen the exceptional sensitivity of a WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor to monitor

the interactions of small molecules. However, the processes studied were slow in the order

of hundreds of milliseconds (DNA hybridization) or discrete such as direct binding of small

molecules to the gold nanoparticle. Hence, the simple method of laser scanning could provide

the necessary information for the SM studies. Nonetheless, many biological processes of interest

such as protein folding and enzyme catalysis have functional components that occur in the

microsecond and lower timescales. Hence, fast extraction of the WGM spectra are required.

Additionally, fast monitoring of the WGM spectra will enable monitoring diffusion interaction

of molecules with the gold nanoparticle which opens up the possibility of detecting a broad

range of molecules other than the ones containing thiol or amine groups.

The time resolution of a cavity-based sensor is ultimately limited by the cavity lifetime. For

the WGMs used in this thesis with Q ≈ 107, the cavity lifetime is τ ≈ 100 ns. Hence, it is

theoretically possible to detect the SM signals with a sub-microsecond time resolution. Current

methods for SM detection using WGM-plasmonic hybrid system uses a laser scanning approach

described in previous chapters which are inherently limited by the resonance frequency of the

piezo scanner to typically 1 kHz. However, at higher scan rates additional noise is introduced by

the piezo scanner which is detrimental in SM experiments. There do not exist many techniques

for extracting the entire cavity resonance position at MHz-GHz rates in the literature.

Recently, Rosenblum et. al.122 reported a technique that uses far detuned pulses with short

rise-time to perform a heterodyne measurement to acquire the complete cavity spectrum in

the nanosecond time scale termed cavity ring-up spectroscopy (CRUS). Figure 6.1 shows a

schematic representation of the technique. An electro-optic modulator is used to excite the

WGM microtoroid cavity with square pulses at a high repetition rate. The laser wavelength is
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of cavity ring-up spectroscopy (CRUS). Adapted from
Rosenblum et. al.122 under the CC-BY-4.0 licence.

maintained far detuned from the cavity resonance. The short rise time tr of the laser pulses

corresponds to a large bandwidth of B given by B ∼ 1/tr. If the detuning of the laser from

the cavity resonance δ is less than B, then light couples into the cavity and interferes with the

specularly reflected light-producing interferograms as shown in Figure 6.1. A Fourier transform

of the interferogram then enables the extraction of the complete cavity spectrum. The repetition

rate of the pulses and the cavity lifetime determine the time resolution of the system which

can be as small as nanoseconds. For biosensing at the SM level, the major drawbacks of

this technique are the computationally costly post-processing to extract the cavity spectrum,

the additional effort required to maintain the cavity-laser detuning over a long measurement

duration and the need for very high coupling efficiency requiring the use of fiber tapers for

coupling.

In this thesis, we utilize an alternate technique based on the frequency lock-in of the laser to

the cavity resonance. The idea behind the lock-in measurement is to follow resonance using

a feedback controller without running off due to laser/cavity drift. Fluctuations in the cavity

frequency can then be read out continuously by direct measurement of the feedback signal.

Using high bandwidth and low-noise electronics, fast feedback can be obtained to eliminate

low-frequency noise which is the dominant source of noise in the system. Using this method,

shot-noise limited performance can be thereby achieved. Additional modulation once the laser

is locked to the cavity can enable sensitive extraction of the cavity linewidth.123

6.2 Frequency lock-in using the Pound-Drever-Hall

(PDH) method

For continuous monitoring of the WGM frequency, the laser has to be locked to the WGM

resonance. However, locking to the cavity resonance is not straightforward as the resonance

spectrum is symmetric on both sides of the resonance as shown in Figure 6.2a. Hence, the

direction of change in the resonance of the cavity or laser cannot be directly measured using the

intensity of the spectrum. Also, using the intensity of the spectrum is prone to intensity noise
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Figure 6.2. a) Measured cavity transmission spectrum with side-bands modulated at w0 ± Ω.
b) Error signal (derivative of cavity spectrum) obtained after analog demodulation and lowpass
filtering.

sources. Alternatively, the derivative of the cavity resonance (Figure 6.2b) is antisymmetric

about the cavity resonance. The zero-crossing of the derivative signal provides the intensity

minimum of the cavity resonance spectrum. Hence, positive (negative) changes in the derivative

signal denote a red (blue) shift depending on the slope of the derivative. This derivative signal

termed error signal can hence be used as feedback to lock the laser to the cavity. This method

of using the derivative of cavity spectrum for locking is known as a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH)

lock after its originators85 and is a popular method of laser locking in high precision fields such

as atomic optics and gravitational wave detection.

The PDH lock is achieved by modulating the phase of the cavity’s incident field at a frequency Ω

using a fast electro-optic modulator. Thus, the incident field takes the form Einc = E0 exp(iω0t+

iβ sin Ωt), where E0 exp(iω0t) is the field prior to the phase modulation and β is the modulation

depth. As a result side-bands are produced at ω±Ω, ω±2Ω and so on as shown in Figure 6.2a.

If the modulation frequency is much higher than the cavity linewidth, then the sidebands do

not accumulate any phase information of the cavity. However, the beat note between the carrier

and sidebands contains the relative phase information between the incident and cavity fields.

The reflected light from the cavity is measured using a high bandwidth photodetector which

contains the beat note between the carrier and the sidebands. An analog mixer is fed the

detector output and the modulation frequency as input. The analog mixer essentially forms the

product of the two sinusoidal inputs and provides a dc signal when the frequencies of the two

inputs are the same as in our case. This dc signal is then isolated using a lowpass filter at the

output of the analog mixer to obtain the error signal ε as shown in Figure 6.2b. In practice, any

delays in the phase of the two signals has be to compensated using a phase shifter. This error

signal is proportional to the detuning of the laser frequency from the cavity resonance and is

given by,124

ε ≈ −8
√
PcPs

δν

κ
(6.1)

where Pc is the power in the carrier, Ps is power in the side bands and ν is the laser frequency

and κ is the cavity linewidth. As long as the cavity linewidth is constant, a simple calibration

can be used to convert the measured feedback voltages to the frequency shifts using (6.1). The
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Figure 6.3. (a) WGM resonance position measured in ultra-pure water tracked using the error
signal of a PDH lock. (b) Histogram of the WGM frequency measured using the PDH error
signal. (c) Allan deviation plot of the WGM frequency obtained by the PDH error signal. The
different slopes identify various noise sources in the system.

easy availability of high-speed photodetectors, function generators, modulators, and low-noise

amplifiers enables the creation of PDH lock-in setups with extremely high (GHz) bandwidths.

The error signal can be split into multiple channels to provide signals at different bandwidths

(See Section 3.5 for implementation details). Swaim et al.125 used a similar system to detect

the interaction of gold nanoparticles with a micro toroid cavity.

Figure 6.3a plots the WGM resonance frequency measured using the error signal of the PDH

lock with a WGM resonator of diameter 82µm in ultra-pure water. The signal was recorded

at a sampling rate of 2.5 MHz. The plot has been downsampled to 25 kHz to enable long-time

plotting. No spike-like events are observed in the time trace. Figure 6.3b plots the histogram

of the WGM frequency measured in water using the PDH error signal. The standard deviation

of the WGM frequency obtained with an integration time of 5µs is σ ≈ 400 kHz. This value

is slightly above the 300 kHz laser linewidth reported by the manufacturer for this laser with

the same integration time. Hence, the PDH lock-in system is capable of tracking the WGM

frequency ultimately limited by the laser linewidth. Figure 6.3c plots the Allan deviation of

the measured WGM frequency over different integration times. The different slopes in the plot

indicate different noise sources. At low integration times, the slope of τ−1/2 indicates domination

of the laser frequency noise, at moderate integration times an additional phase noise component

with slope τ−1/3 is added on top of the frequency noise, and at high integration times the laser

drift dominates with a slope of τ1. The Allan deviation plots also show that we are far from any
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Figure 6.4. Interaction of gold nanorods with the WGM.(a) A long time scale measurement
of interaction of NPs with the WGM cavity surface using the piezo scanning method. (b)
Long-term interaction signal of the diffusion interaction of the nanorods measured using the
PDH error signal. The PDH error signal has been downsampled to 25 KHz for plotting. (b) A
zoom-in of (a) around 100 s showing signals in the microsecond timescale.

fundamental noise limitations and improving the electronics of the lock and the laser linewidth

can lead to lower noise even at smaller integration times.

6.3 Measurement of the diffusion of gold

nanoparticles in water

Next, gold nanorods (A12-40-CTAB-750, Nanopartz Inc., USA) are added to the sample cham-

ber. Figure 6.4 plots the WGM resonance shift signals upon the diffusion interaction of the

gold nanorods with the WGM cavity surface. Figure 6.4a plots the signals measured using the

traditional piezo scanning approach. The signals are obtained after processing of the WGM
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spectra. Slow background drifts due to temperature and pressure fluctuations have to be cor-

rected during post-processing. Figure 6.4b plots the signals measured using the PDH error

signal obtained at a sampling rate of 2.5 MHz. The feedback controller enables the correction

of the background signals and hence enables real-time measurement of the signals. The signals

in the plot have been downsampled to 25 KHz. Figure 6.4c plots a zoom-in of the interaction

signals around 100 s without any downsampling. Interaction duration of the nanorods as fast

as 15µs can be measured using the PDH error signal.

6.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, the ultimate limit of the sensor time resolution is set by the cavity lifetime.

For the WGMs used in this work, the cavity lifetime is in the range of 10 − 100 ns. However,

extracting the information of the resonance position at these timescales is challenging. A fast

PDH lock-in method was employed here to achieve a microsecond timescale. The PDH lock

enabled the measurement of the WGM resonance position with a sensitivity limited by the laser

noise over various time scales. Although faster extraction of the WGM resonance down to ns

is possible using the PDH lock, an Allan deviation plot showed that the instantaneous noise

at these timescales is high. At these timescales, the expected signal amplitude is also smaller

due to the short integration time of the signal. Hence, practical detection at GHz frequencies

could not be achieved yet. Nonetheless, the lock-in method could be utilized to detect signals

from the free diffusion of single gold nanoparticles across the WGM resonator down to the µs

timescale.
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Chapter 7

Studying the thermodynamics of

single enzymes using

WGM-plasmonic sensors

7.1 Introduction

Enzymes are a class of biomolecules that are interesting for biological, sensing, and industrial

applications. Enzymes derive their functionality from a diverse range of motion spanning a wide

time (fs-hours) and amplitude range.126 Although the dynamics of enzymes are accessible via

various methods, assigning the dynamics to catalytic activity is challenging. The temperature

dependence of enzyme turnover activity is often used to study the fundamental thermodynamics

and processes involved in catalysis. The Eyring-Polanyi equation is typically used for describing

the temperature dependence of the catalytic rates,

k =
κkBT

h
exp (−∆G‡)

RT
(7.1)

where, ∆G‡ is the Gibb’s free energy, kB is the Boltzman constant, h is the Planck’s constant,

T is the temperature, R is the universal gas constant, and κ is the transmission coefficient.

The transmission coefficient κ describes the probability that the transition state complex will

dissociate into products rather than reverting to the reactants. Althogh it can take values

between 0 and 1, κ is assumed to be 1 for most reactions.127 From (7.1), the activation enthalpy

and entropy of the process is obtained (from ∆G‡ = ∆H‡ + T∆S‡). Recently, a large body of

data has emerged where enzymes do not conform to this model. An alternate model termed

marcomolecular rate theory (MMRT) was proposed recently by Hobbs et al.57 to interpret these

data. This model postulates a change in heat capacity, ∆C‡P , (associated with the change in

The content of this chapter appeared in Subramanian, S., Jones, H.B.L., Frustaci, S., Winter, S.,
van der Kamp, M.W., Arcus, V.L., Pudney, C.R., and Vollmer, F., “Sensing Enzyme Activation Heat
Capacity at the Single-Molecule Level Using Gold-Nanorod-Based Optical Whispering Gallery Modes,”
ACS Applied Nano Materials 4(5), 4576–4583 (2021).
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Figure 7.1. (a) Heat capacity of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction along the reaction coordinate
as predicted by MMRT. (b) Negative curvature of the catalytic rate with temperature arising

a consequence of a negative ∆C‡p. The measured rates (black squares) obtained from tem-
perature dependent measurements of a mutant of the enzyme MalL (see section 7.5) and the
corresponding fit to (7.2) is shown by red line.

conformational fluctuations along the reaction coordinate) between the enzyme-substrate (E-S)

complex and the enzyme-transition state (E-TS) complex. Under this model, the Eyring-Polanyi

equation is extended as,

ln k = ln
kBT

h
−

∆H‡T0 + ∆C‡P (T − T0)

RT
+

∆S‡T0 + ∆C‡P (lnT − lnT0)

R
(7.2)

where ∆H‡T0 is the activation enthalpy, ∆S‡T0 is the entropy and T0 is an arbitrary reference

temperature. Here , κ is assumed to be 1. It has been observed that the value of ∆C‡P is in

general negative.57,128 That is, the heat capcity of the enzyme-substrate (ES) complex is higher

than the enzyme-transition state (E-Ts) complex as illustrated in Figure 7.1a. A consequence

of this negative ∆C‡P is the observation of a negative curvature in the enzymatic rates ln k as

predicted by (7.2) and is illustrated in Figure 7.1b.

Previously, Jones et al.129 showed that maltose-inducible α-glucosidase (MalL) deviates from

Eyring kinetics. The temperature dependence of the rate of hydrolysis of the substrate 4-

Nitrophenyl -β-D-glucopyranoside (pNPG) into a β-D-glucose and p-Nitrophenol measured us-

ing colorimetric assays showed a negative curvature resulting in a significant negative ∆C‡P .

Further, van der Kamp et al.130 performed extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of

MalL for the enzyme-substrate complex and a pseudo enzyme-transition state complex (5µs

for each). They identified that the source of the negative ∆C‡P arises from a difference in

conformational fluctuations between the ground and transitions state as hypothesized by the

MMRT model. These changes in fluctuations are distributed across the enzyme domains and

thus, account for the large values of the activation heat capacity ( −5.9 kJ.mol−1.K−1)129 and

the pronounced deviations (curvature) from Eyring kinetics.

In this chapter, the WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor is applied to study the thermodynamics of

a functionally similar mutant of MalL at the single-molecule level. Using the microsecond time

resolution offered by the PDH technique, the fast conformational dynamics are monitored. The

chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, we monitor the electrostatic interaction of single en-
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zymes with the gold nanorod surface. Then, specific immobilization of the enzyme via a surface

cysteine group is monitored in real-time. A mutant of MalL is produced to achieve specific im-

mobilization of the enzyme to the gold surface. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used

in the next step to study the effect of the gold surface on the enzyme dynamics. The catalysis of

the substrate pNPG is then monitored using the PDH lock-in technique. Specific signal patterns

associated with single enzyme-substrate interactions are identified. The signal patterns likely

correspond to the steps in the catalytic process. Multiple rates are extracted from fits to the

distribution of the event height, duration, and time between consecutive events. Our experi-

ments show that the measured rates are reduced compared to the free enzyme in solution. The

reduction in enzyme activity is likely due to the interaction of the enzyme with the gold surface

as predicted by the MD simulations. Finally, we study the temperature dependence of the

enzyme-substrate interaction and catalytic rates using our sensor. The temperature-dependent

turnover rate of the enzyme is estimated from the SM signals obtained. The enzymatic rates de-

pendent on temperature are shown to have a negative curvature even at the SM level providing

strong evidence in support of the MMRT model.

7.2 Specific immobilization of the enzyme

Specific immobilization of the enzymes with a specific orientation is necessary for controlling

the distance of the active site from the gold nanoparticle surface to enhance sensitivity and

restrict any diffusive motion during catalysis. In this way, we obtain repeatable signal patterns

associated with catalysis. Information about the conformational dynamics of the enzyme may

be extracted from these signal patterns. We achieve specific immobilization of the enzyme by

modifying the enzyme to contain a free thiol (-SH) group to interact with the gold nanorod.

The binding of thiolates to < 111 > and < 100 > atoms of a gold surface are well known and

commonly used for forming self-assembled monolayers on gold surfaces and nanoparticles.131

An alternative method of immobilization is to use linker molecules to attach the enzymes.132

However, this methodology introduces a greater separation of the enzyme from the gold nanorod

surface which can result in loss of sensitivity.

Hence, we chose to introduce a mutation to the enzyme such that the active site of the enzyme

is within the near-field enhancement provided by the gold nanoparticle. A mutation from

serine (S) to cysteine (C) at residue 135 on the wildtype enzyme MalL produces a solvent-

exposed thiol group as shown in Figure 7.2a. The mutated enzyme is referred to as S135C

MalL henceforth. Site-directed mutagenesis of MalL to generate S135C MalL was carried out by

Genscript (Piscataway, NJ, USA). The expression and purification of full-length Bacillus subtilis

168 MalL were carried out as outlined previously by Hobbs et al.57 After purification S135C

MalL was buffer exchanged into 20 mM HEPES 20 mM TCEP pH 7.0 using spin concentration

(10 kDa cut-off). Here, the protein was diluted at a 1:10 ratio, and concentrated 10 fold, 6

times.i

iMutation and expression of the enzyme were performed by Hannah Jones in the lab of Dr. Christo-
pher Pudney, University of Bath.
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Figure 7.2. (a) Representation of the mutated enzyme rendered using Visual Molecular Dynam-
ics (VMD) software.133,134 (b) Steady-state kinetics of the WT MalL (sqaures) and S135C MalL
(circles) measured using a colorimetric assay and the corresponding fits to the Michaelis-Menten
kinetics equation.

Colorimetric measurements showed that the mutation introduced to the enzyme does affect

the catalytic rate of the enzyme. The colorimetric measurements were performed using a UV-

VIS spectrophotometer by measuring the rate of absorption of p-Nitrophenol at 410 nm after

turnover of the substrate pNPG. An enzyme concentration of 100 nM was used and the pNPG

concentration was increased from 100µM to 2 mM in 6 steps to obtain the kinetics of the enzyme

as shown in Figure 7.2b. The measured reaction velocity Vcol for WT MalL (sqaures, orange)

and S135C MalL (circles, blue) are plotted and the corresponding fits to the Michaelis-Menten

(MM) equation135 are also plotted. The MM equation is given as,

V = kcat[E][S]/(KM + [S]) (7.3)

where, V is the reaction velocity measured, kcat is the enzyme catalytic rate, [E] the enzyme

concentration, [S] the substrate concentration, and KM the Michaelis constant. The Michaelis

constants KM estimated from the fits are 107 M and 113 M for the WT and S135C MalL,

respectively. The values of enzyme catalytic rates kcat are 1034 min−1 and 181 min−1 for the

WT MalL and the S135C MalL at 35 C, respectively. The activity of the mutant S135C MalL is

hence approximately 6 fold lower than the WT MalL enzyme at 35 C. Here, we chose to trade-off

some catalytic rate to ensure that the active site of the enzyme is closer to the nanorod surface.

For the SM experiments, the plasmonically enhanced WGM sensor was assembled as described

in previous chapters. After sensor assembly, single enzymes were introduced into the sample

chamber in 20 mM HEPES buffer, pH ∼ 7.2. Figure 7.3a shows the WGM signals obtained

by the PDH error signal upon addition of 50 nM of S135C MalL to the sample chamber. The

spike-like transient interactions obtained indicate the interaction of the enzyme with the gold

nanorod surface. Inset of Figure 7.3b shows a plot of the probability distribution function p(τ)

of the interaction duration (τ). A mean interaction duration τm ≈ 20 ms is obtained from an

log-normal distribution fit according to (4.1) using a maximum likelihood estimate. The value of

τm is similar to the 20 ms scanning time typically used in the laser scanning approach previously

described. Hence, the PDH lock-in technique is required to resolve these fast single-molecule
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Figure 7.3. (a) Sensor signals due to transient interaction of the enzyme with the gold the gold
nanorod in the absence of the reducing agent. (b) Probability distribution histogram of the
duration of the interaction events and the corresponding log-normal fit according to (4.1). A
mean interaction duration of ∼ 20 ms is estimated indicating electrostatic interactions of the
enzyme with the gold nanorod.

events. Previously, Kim et al. showed that the interaction of a DNA-polymerase with gold

nanorods could not be detected with a similar sensor, however using at a lower acquisition rate

of 50 Hz. Using Monte-Carlo simulations, they estimated that DNA polymerase molecules exited

the evanescent field of the gold nanorods within a few microseconds assuming the molecules are

elastically reflected off the nanorod surface (see supplementary section S9, Kim et al.52). Hence,

the high value of τm ≈ 20 ms obtained here shows the presence of electrostatic interactions

between the enzyme S135C MalL and the gold nanorod surface and the assumption of elastic

interaction between the enzyme and the gold surface is no longer valid.

Upon the addition of S135C MalL to the sample chamber, only transient interactions were

obtained indicating unsuccessful immobilization of the enzyme on the gold nanorod surface.

The inability of the enzyme to bind is likely due to the unavailability of free solvent-exposed

thiols to adsorb to the gold nanoparticle surface due to dimerization of the enzymes via a

disulfide bond.136 To remove any disulfide formation, 20 mM of the reducing agent Tris(2-

carboxyethyl)-phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) was added to the buffer. Figure 7.4a shows

the step changes in WGM resonance obtained upon addition of TCEP. These steps indicate

a permanent binding of S135C MalL to the nanorod surface. This shows that the binding to

the gold surface occurs via the mutated CYS group as S135C MalL contains only one solvent-

exposed CYS group at residue 135. Inset of Figure 7.4a shows the step heights measured over

20 mins. A total of 5 binding steps above the noise were observed. Hence, we consider a

total of 5 enzymes to contribute to signals of enzyme-substrate interactions in the next set of

experiments. Enzymes that bind to the nanorod but do not produce a significant binding step

are ignored as they also do not contribute to further signals. Figure 7.4b shows an illustration

of the enzyme S135C MalL immobilized on the tip of a gold nanorod rendered using Visual

Molecular Dynamics (VMD).133,134 The exponential decay of the normalized electric field from

the surface of the nanorod is plotted for reference. The choice of the mutation site ensures that

the active site of the enzyme is situated 2− 3 nm away from the surface of the gold nanorod

where the enhancement is still approximately 20-fold.
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Figure 7.4. (a) Binding of the enzyme to the tips of gold nanorods in the presence of the reducing
agent. Inset shows a total of five binding events observed during a 20 min measurement interval.
(b) Representation of the enzyme (S135C MalL) immobilized on the tip of a gold nanorod via
an Au-S link. The active site of the enzyme is situated 2− 3 nm away from tip of the nanorod.
Enzyme representation rendered using VMD.133,134

7.3 Molecular dynamics simulations of the

enzyme-gold interactions

We performed Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to study the impact of interactions of

the enzyme with the gold nanorod surface on the enzyme dynamics. MD simulations were

performed in the GROMACS software package137 for both the free enzyme and enzyme near an

Au < 111 > surface. A 40 ns simulation was performed for both cases and the analysis of the

results obtained was performed using GROMACS and VMD.133,134 The free enzyme simulations

were performed using the OPLS138 force-field and the enzyme-surface simulations are performed

using the GolP-OPLS139 force-field. The GolP-OPLS force-field includes parameters for amino

acid-gold, water-gold, and ion-gold interactions.

For the free enzyme simulations, a cubic simulation box was used with dimensions 1 nm larger

than the enzyme (see Figure 7.5a). For the enzyme-surface simulations, an Au < 111 > surface

with 3 gold layers with dimensions 102 × 102 × 20 Å was created using a unit cell with lattice

constant a = 2.93 and unit vectors (1,0,0) and (1/2,
√

3/2, 0). A cuboidal simulation box with

dimensions 102 × 102 × 160 Å (see Figure 7.5b) was used for the enzyme-surface simulations.

It is important to note here that the simulation box XY dimension be equal to that of the

gold layer so that periodic boundary conditions can be utilized without errors. The simulation

protocol for the gold-enzyme simulations was adapted from Ozboyaci et al.140

The enzyme was placed with the 135CYS residue approximately 7.8 Å away from the Au surface

at the start of the simulation (see Figure 7.5c). The simulation boxes were then solvated using

the SPC/E water model141,142 and compensated for the net negative charge of the system using

Na+ ions. The structures were energy minimized using a steepest descent method until the

maximum net force reached Fmax < 1000 KJ−1mol−1nm−1. After the energy minimization,

temperature equilibration was performed under an NVT ensemble using the Nose-hoover143,144

thermostat at 300 K. For the free enzyme system, the equilibration was performed in a single step
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Figure 7.5. (a) The simulation box of S135C MalL solvated in water as solvent. (b) Simulation
box of S135C MalL near the surface of a Au < 111 > surface solvated in water. (c) A zoom
in of the starting configuration of S135C MalL on the surface of the gold. The simulation is
started with the Sulphur of the residue CYS-135, 7.8 Å away from the gold surface.

of 50 ps. Whereas, for the enzyme-surface system the equilibration was performed gradually in

300 steps of 1 K with 50 ps per step. During the temperature equilibration, the protein was held

using a position restraint and the Au surface atoms were frozen. All bonds containing hydrogen

were constrained using the LINCS145 algorithm. The MD simulations were performed for both

systems in an NVT ensemble using a Nose-Hoover thermostat143,144 at 300 K. All simulations

are performed for 40 ns with a time-step of 2 fs. More details on the simulation are provided in

Appendix C.

Figure 7.6a shows the enzyme S135C MalL after 0, 20 and 40 ns of MD simulation. The

simulations show that the enzyme rotates and spreads on the Au surface. The amino acid

residues including LYS, PRO, ASP, CYS, TYR, GLU, THR, and ARG were found to interact

with the gold surface. Figure 7.6b shows a zoom-in of the active site of the enzyme. Figure 7.6c

plots the root-mean-square fluctuations (r.m.s.f) of the S135C MalL free in solution (orange)

and on a Au < 111 > surface (blue). The shaded regions mark the C-alpha atoms near the active

site residues. The r.m.s fluctuations of the C-alpha atoms near the active site are increased when

the enzyme is interacting with an Au surface. Hobbs et al.57 studied the impact of mutations

on the wildtype enzyme WT MalL and observed that an increase in flexibility of the atoms near

the active site caused a decreased catalytic rate. The increased flexibility of the transition state
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Figure 7.6. (a) Snapshopts of S135C MalL on a gold surface at 20 ns time intervals obtained
from MD simulations. Representations rendered using VMD.133,134(b) A zoom in of the active
site of S135C MalL. The glucose binding residues F144 (black), D199 (green), E255 (orange)
and D332 (green) are represented as solid spheres and the D-glucose substrate is represented as
ball-and-stick (grey). (c) Root-mean-square fluctuation of the C-alpha atoms of S135C MalL
free in solution (orange) and S135C MalL on a gold surface (blue). The shaded regions mark
the C-alpha atoms around the active site residues.

causes an increased Gibbs free energy (∆G) for the reaction and hence a decrease in the enzyme

catalytic rate. Although we cannot put much emphasis on single trajectories, the reduced rates

we present from the SM measurements below corroborates an effect of the gold on the enzyme

dynamics.

7.4 Measuring the enzyme-substrate interaction

After immobilization of the enzyme, the excess free enzyme in the solution is removed by rinsing

the sample chamber with the buffer. Then, the signals from the enzyme-substrate interactions

are monitored via the PDH error signal. Figure 7.7a shows long-term plots of signals obtained

at various steps of the experiment. The signals in Figure 7.7a are downsampled to 2.5 kHz and

corrected for drift to improve the presentation (see Section 3.6). Before the immobilization of

the enzyme, no discernible peaks above the 3σ noise are found even in the presence of 2mM

pNPG substrate (black trace). This shows that the substrate in itself does not interact with

the gold nanoparticle. After enzyme immobilization, no spike events are observed indicating

that any diffusive movements of the enzyme on the gold surface are restricted. Upon addition

of 2 mM pNPG in 20 mM HEPES buffer, spikes above the noise are observed (orange trace).

Figure 7.7b shows a 300 ms zoom-in of the signals measured in the presence of enzyme and

substrate. The plot shows the single enzyme-substrate interaction ’event’. The plot shows
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Figure 7.7. (a) Plots of the sensor signals at various steps of the experiment. In the absence of
the enzyme, no signals are observed (black) even at high concentrations of the substrate. even
upon enzyme immobilization, no spike events are observed (blue). Hecne diffusive motion of the
enzyme on the surface is restricted. The addition of the substrate after enzyme immobilization
results in regular spike events (orange). The traces are offset from zero for clarity. (b) A zoom-in
of a 300 ms section of the events measured shows three distinct sub-domains. All measurements
were performed at a pH ≈ 7.2 in 20 mM HEPES.

that the ’event’ is composed of three distinct (shaded regions) sub-domains (see Section 3.6 for

peak detection and event classification). About 10-20% of the events contain three or more

sub-domains. These events might correspond to the rare turnover event that has been slowed

down enough due to the gold-enzyme interaction to enable us to detect the sub-states.

Typically, for SM measurements with simple systems such as DNA hybridization a single ex-

ponential adequately fits the ∆t data. However, in the case of the enzyme SM data presented

here, significant deviations from a single exponential fit are found and a bi-exponential model,

S(t) =

≤2∑
i=1

Ai exp (−kit), (7.4)

is found to fit the data better. Figure 7.8a plots the survival function S(∆t) = P (T > ∆t) and

corresponding exponential fits according to (7.4). Two distinct rate parameters separated by

an order of magnitude are provided by the bi-exponential fit. This indicates that two distinct

processes can be identified within the SM data provided by ∆t. Figure 7.8b plots S(τ) for

the duration of events τ . In this case, the data are adequately fit by a single exponential, and

increasing the number of exponentials does not increase the goodness-of-fit. Additionally, a

bi-exponential fit to τ data provides two rates that are similar and hence cannot be resolved

well by the fit.

Figure 7.9 shows a schematic representation of the processes that likely correspond to the ∆t and

τ data. For further analysis, we consider the turnover over of the substrate by the enzyme to be
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Figure 7.8. (a) Survivor function and the corresponding exponential fits accordinf to (7.4) to
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Figure 7.9. Proposed mechanistic scheme of the catalytic reaction.

composed of at least 4 steps, (i) rapid binding of substrate to give E-S (Enzyme-Substrate com-

plex) which is likely faster than our microsecond time resolution; (ii) conformational changes/re-

arrangement to form the catalytically competent binary complex, ES* (a conformation similar

to the transition state), reflected in ∆t; (iii) decay of this complex and chemical turnover to

form product E+P (Enzyme + Products), reflected in τ ; (iv) product release and new substrate

binding. The multiple rates provided by the SM data further indicate that there exists an equi-

librium of E-S complex conformations and interconversion between multiple E-S states that can

be resolved. This is consistent with the findings from other SM experiments.146–150 Further,

the rates obtained from ∆t and τ are two orders of magnitude different ( 60− 6000 min−1) and

hence turnover would be rate-limited by the process reflected by ∆t, the supposed timescale for

rearrangement to a catalytically competent binary complex.

7.5 Temperature dependent kinetics of the enzyme

After confirming the activity of the enzyme at the SM level, temperature-dependent measure-

ments were performed. It has to be noted that the results presented henceforth are extracted

from a single measurement run across multiple temperature and technical repeats could be

performed. All errorbars henceforth present the confidence bounds of the estimation of mean

values. Figure 7.10a plots the histogram and corresponding fits of the mean event amplitudes

to (4.1). The 3σ background threshold for estimating events is also marked for reference. A log-

normal distribution is expected as the event amplitudes arise due to a combination of two main

underlying processes. The 5 enzymes are attached to different sites on the gold nanorods and

hence experience different intensity enhancements. The site dependence of event amplitudes is

distributed in a Poisonnian manner. However, the event amplitudes corresponding to a single

site are expected to be normally distributed as they experience a similar intensity enhance-
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Figure 7.10. (a) Histogram of the event amplitudes and the corresponding log-normal fit ac-
cording to (7.4). The value of the amplitude threshold 3σ (gray,dashed) is plotted for reference.
(b)Temperature dependence of mean event amplitudes hm. The error bars plot the confidence
bounds of the fit to estimate the mean event amplitude. The small gradual increase in hm from
298 to 318 K indicates that the sensors signals possibly capture conformational fluctuations of
the enzyme.

ment. The combination of these two processes results in a log-normal distribution of the event

amplitudes. Log-normal distributions of event amplitudes were reported for enzyme kinetics

measured with a similar sensor previously.52 Such distributions are common in experiments

where multiple underlying processes provide the signals as also seen in Chapter 4.

Figure 7.10b plots the estimated mean event amplitude hm across temperatures from 298-323 K.

The associated estimation error (confidence bounds of the fits) is also plotted. The values

of hm show a weak upward trend from 298-318 K. There are two main contributions to the

SM signal amplitude, (i) the binding of the substrate and (ii) the conformational fluctuations

of the enzyme-substrate complex. The increase in hm indicates that the SM data contains

information about the conformational change of the enzyme since the contribution from the

substrate-binding should remain constant. The weak nature of the increase in hm is expected

as the conformational motions of MalL are very small130 compared to that of enzymes such as

a DNA-polymerase where a larger increase could be observed.52 At 323 K, the hm increases

sharply which could indicate enzyme denaturation. However, since this is the last measurement

temperature, the data point at this temperature could be an outlier. Further experimental

repeats are required to confirm this data point. Hence, measurements at this temperature are

excluded from further analysis.

Figure 7.11 plots the temperature dependence of the different rates measured by the sensor.

Figure 7.11a plots the survivor function S(∆t), and the corresponding fits to the bi-exponential

model at different temperatures. The amplitudes A1 and A2 are of a similar magnitude, but

the rates are an order of magnitude different. Figure 7.11b plots the logrithamic rates ln k1 and

ln k2 obtained from the exponential fits vs temperature. The corresponding fits to (7.2) are also

plotted. Figure 7.11c plots the survivor function S(τ) and the corresponding single exponential

fits. Figure 7.11d plots the temperature dependence of the rate kτ obtained from the exponential

fits at different temperatures. The corresponding fits to (7.2) are also plotted. As illustrated in

Figure 7.9, the ∆t data likely reflects the formation of a reaction-ready conformation from an
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Figure 7.11. Enzymatic rates vs temperature. (a) Survivor function plots and corresponding
exponential fits to the ∆t data at different temperatures. (b) Temperature dependence of rates
ln k∆t shows a negative curvature. (c) Survivor function plots and corresponding exponential
fits to the τ data at different temperatures. (d) Logarithmic rate ln kτ vs temperature shows a
negative curvature.

initial E-S complex which can ultimately decay to a single E-S* conformation. Hence, the SM

data resolve at least two different E-S complex geometries that are inter-convertible. Multiple

E-S* conformations might exist, however are not accessible from the SM experiments.

Table 7.1. Parameters extracted from fits to (7.2) for the temperature data shown in Figure 7.11.

∆t τ

k1 k2 kτ

Topt (K) 305 312 320

k @ Topt (s−1) 2 0.08 47.3

∆H‡ (kJmol−1)a −13.6± 14.6 10.0± 9.5 37.6± 11.1

∆S‡ (kJmol−1K−1)a 1.02 ± 0.05 1.06 ± 0.03 1.15 ± 0.04

∆C‡p (kJmol−1K−1) -5.5 ± 5.1 -2.2 ± 3.4 -2.9 ± 2.6

The rates obtained from both ∆t and τ data show significant curvature as with WT MalL at the

ensemble level. The parameters extracted from the rate data using the fits to (7.2) are provided

in Table 7.1. A negative ∆C‡p value of −5.5 ± 5.1 and −2.2 ± 3.4 kJmol−1K−1 is obtained for

the rates k1 and k2, respectively. As a consequence of the plot curvature, the temperature of

theoretical maximum rate can be extracted. From Table 7.1, the optimum temperature Topt
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is different by approximately 5 K for k1 and k2. A ∆C‡p value of −2.9 ± 2.6 kJmol−1K−1 is

obtained for the rate kτ . The Topt estimated from the kτ data is 320 K. The maximum rate

at Topt estimated from the kτ data is 47.3 s−1 which is similar to that obtained for WT MalL

from ensemble measurements. In ensemble measurements, the steady-state turnover was shown

to be rate limited by the chemical step129 which is supposedly measured by the τ data in our

SM sensor. However, in the case of the SM data, the rate-limiting step is the one reflected in

the ∆t data due to the interaction between the gold surface and enzyme.

7.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we applied the SM sensor to explore some key biological questions. A new

thermodynamic model for enzymatic rates proposed by Hobbs et al. recently, namely MMRT,

has been explored in ensemble kinetic measurements previously.57,129 However, one would

ideally wish to capture kinetic data for a single chemical step without the convolution of different

steps in the data. In ensemble measurements, the presence of inter-converting conformational

sub-states that are differently reactive and the convolution of different chemical steps could give

rise to a curvature in the temperature dependence of rates as predicted by MMRT. Using an

SM experiment enables us to deconvolve these steps to discern the temperature dependence of

discrete kinetic steps and conformational sub-states. The data presented in this chapter show

that multiple chemical steps with rates that are different by 1 order of magnitude could possibly

be discerned. Although some of these rates might be unique to the enzyme immobilized in the

sensor and not present in free enzyme in solution, the curvature in the temperature dependence

of all rates provides strong support for the MMRT model. The change in mean amplitude

with temperature likely shows that the signals are contain the conformational dynamics of the

enzyme. The small changes in the measured amplitudes provide a sense for the lower limit of the

sensitivity of the WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor as the change in conformational fluctuations

of MalL are quite small in the low Å range. Previously, this sensor was utilized to monitor

conformational fluctuations in a DNA-polymerase whose conformational fluctuations are in the

range of 10-20 Å.151 However, more experiments have to be performed to establish the results

presented in this chapter as technical and biological repeats were not performed. Hence, the

results obtained here only provide a first step towards studying single enzyme dynamics.

The higher sensitivity achieved here is due to the new technical features added to the SM sensor

in this thesis. The PDH lock-in enabled the detection of signals in the sub-millisecond timescale.

The specific immobilization of the enzyme with the active site close to the nanorod surface

enables the repeated and sensitive detection of the conformational fluctuations associated with

catalysis. It is important to note here that the immobilization does affect the enzyme dynamics.

MD simulations performed with the enzyme on the Au surface indicate that a likely change in

r.m.s.f of the enzyme backbone upon immobilization results in a decrease in the rate of turnover.

Serendipitously, these changes, and the sensitivity of the WGMs, allow us to uncover multiple

steps during MalL turnover, which would otherwise not be resolvable. These turnover associated

conformational changes likely associate to the steps during MalL turnover based on a scheme
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similar to that shown in Figure 7.9. Our study, therefore, provides compelling evidence in

support of the MMRT model and its physical underpinning. Additionally, the data point to

the power and utility of the plasmonically-enhanced WGM sensor in studying enzyme dynamics

and turnover at a high resolution providing insights into complex physical models.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

This thesis developed a single-molecule sensing platform capable of studying the thermodynam-

ics of single enzymes. The principle of measurement of the sensor is based on the change in

spectral properties of a WGM when a small scatterer interacts with its evanescent field. The

change in spectral properties, mainly the shift of the WGM resonance frequency is proportional

to the real part of the polarizability of the small scatterer. In Chapter 4, we showed that this

is indeed the case by measuring the sign of the shifts of the WGM frequency when asymmetric

gold nanoparticles (nanorods) interact with its evanescent field. Theoretically, it was previ-

ously reported that the frequency shifts of bare WGM resonator71 due to the interaction of

small biomolecules such as DNA or proteins are smaller than the noise (ultimately limited by

the thermal noise for the frequency shift of a single WGM). Hence, either a reduction in the

noise or an enhancement of the signal is required. In this work, we achieved the detection of

small single molecules via the enhancement of the WGM evanescent field using plasmonic gold

nanoparticles. Interaction of small molecules including the binding of thiolated ssDNA and its

hybridization with a complementary ssDNA could be measured. However, the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) measured was typically small. An improvement to the SNR can be obtained by

utilizing different plasmonic structures such as nanobipyramids152 or dimer structures of plas-

monic nanoparticles153 providing a higher enhancement at the tips or the junction, respectively.

The use of particle dimers may be especially useful for large molecules such as proteins which

may have only a small overlap with the near-field of a single gold nanoparticle.

On the other hand, the SNR can be further improved by reducing the noise in the system.

In the current work, the main source of noise at the timescales of measurement was the laser

jitter/frequency noise. A small gain in the SNR may be obtained by utilizing a more stable

lower-noise laser source. The frequency shift of a single WGM is limited by the thermal noise

due to the small fluctuations in the refractive index of glass or the size of the resonator at room

temperature. In Chapter 5, we presented an alternate sensing modality based on the change in

frequency splitting of WGMs. The thermal noise limit can be overcome by utilizing this sensing

modality as the thermal noise is common for the counter-propagating modes and hence can be

canceled out when measuring the mode splitting. Lock-in techniques can be used to extract the

mode-splitting with high bandwidth.
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An aspect of the sensor to be improved is the robustness and reproducibility of the sensor

system. In this work, the WGM resonators were fabricated individually at the tips of glass

fibers and placed close to a coupling prism. The distance between the prism surface and the

glass resonator has be to maintained (approximately 1 µm) throughout the experiment which

is achieved via manual nanopositioning stages. However, depending on the mechanical (length

of the fiber attached to a resonator) and the chemical (buffers conditions and surface charges),

the resonator may deviate from its original position over the course of the experiment. One way

to maintain the position of the resonator is to mount the resonator on a piezo position stage

and utilize a feedback control mechanism. Nonetheless, this method is not preferred due to the

additional complexity in control design and the use of expensive piezo positioners.

Alternatively, the coupling position of the resonator can be fixed by coating the prism with a

solid index matching layer of thickness approximately 1 µm matched to the refractive index of

water (typical medium for experiments). For the index matching layer, a fluoropolymer such as

CYTOP (Agashi Chemicals, Japan) with refractive index 1.34154 or Teflon AF 1600 (DuPont,

USA) with refractive index 1.31 can be used. The presence of the index matching layer will

also allow the use of mass fabricated glass spheres without fiber stems to be utilized for sensing.

Hence, prefabricated sensor chips with multiple spheres on a prism surface can be utilized

reducing experimental time significantly. Further, microfluidics can be easily integrated with the

sensor as the coupling distance will not be affected by the fluid flow. Arrays of microresonators

may be assembled and disassembled using liquid flow or air channels integrated as control

channels in a PDMS structure.155 Different functionalizations of sets of microresonators can

then be automated for parallel measurements of various samples.

The current implementation of the sensor depends on the self-assembly of the gold nanoparti-

cles with the glass resonator from the solution which does not guarantee the alignment of the

nanoparticles with the polarization of the WGM. This issue can be overcome by placing the

nanoparticles on the coupler surface (prism in our case) rather than on the resonator. Since the

prism is a flat substrate, standard clean-room fabrication techniques can be used to fabricate the

nanoparticles. Alternatively, nanoimprinting techniques156,157 can be used to place a pattern of

wet-chemically synthesized gold nanorods on the prism surface. In these techniques, nanostruc-

tures are first patterned on a silicon/silicon nitride substrate using electron beam lithography.

Then the pattern is either transferred to a hydrophobic PDMS stamp or made hydrophobic by

silanization. The gold nanoparticles can then be trapped in the stamp by a receding meniscus

as a drop of the nanoparticle solution is dragged across the hydrophobic stamp surface at an

elevated temperature. The stamp can then be used to place the nanorod pattern on the prism

surface. The index matching layer of fluoropolymer or optical adhesive will ensure that the gold

nanoparticles are close to the WGM resonator surface for maximum enhancement.

In Chapter 7, we showed that the binding of single enzymes and their temperature-dependent

activity could be monitored at the single-enzyme level. Further experimental repeats with the

MalL and other enzymes will firmly establish the results from this work and pave the way for

utilizing optoplasmonic sensors as a platform for single enzyme analysis. The attachment of

enzymes to the gold nanoparticles was achieved via a cysteine mutation directly on the enzyme
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in this work. The experimental and simulation (MD) results suggest that the direct binding of

the enzyme to gold nanorods can substantially affect the dynamics and activity of the enzymes.

The impact of the nanoparticle surface on the enzyme can be mitigated by using linker molecules

to separate the enzyme from the surface. For example, Dithiobis(C2-NTA) (Dojindo, Japan) is

a thiolated molecule that can attach to the gold surface on one end and complex with histidine

tags on the N- or C-terminals of purified proteins in the presence of Nickel ions on the other.

Similarly, a cysteine residue can be introduced at the end of the histidine tags on the protein

to provide a separation of the protein and nanorod surface. Although this process reduces the

impact of the surface, the signal enhancement is also reduced as the protein is now further away

from the region of maximum enhancement. The precise positioning of the nanoparticle dimers

using DNA origami158 may aid to overcome this issue by allowing the placement of the protein

at the junction between the two nanoparticles while allowing for significant enhancement of the

electric field.

Finally, additional modalities can be added to the optoplasmonic sensor by combing with other

single-molecule techniques such as single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. The optical WGMs

may be excited directly using a TIRF objective and signals of the WGM shifts may be acquired

simultaneously with fluorescence from single molecules using STORM, PALM, or DNA-PAINT.

This would then allow comparison of the signals from each technique and study the impact of

these techniques on the system under study. Simultaneous surface-enhanced Raman scattering

(SERS) signals may be obtained using a microscope setup similar to the work reported by

Huang et al.159 Alternatively, the low-frequency Raman modes (10-100 GHz) of a molecule

may be excited using the beat-note of two lasers focused directly on gold nanoparticles attached

to the WGM resonator surface. The Raman signals may then be obtained as the change in

root-mean-square (r.m.s) fluctuations of the WGM frequency due to enhanced vibrations when

the beat-note frequency matches a vibrational mode of the molecule.46 This may enable novel

molecular fingerprinting using low-frequency Raman modes.

In conclusion, I hope that this thesis serves as a springboard for understanding optoplasmonic

sensing and the development of novel single-molecule techniques based on optical microcavities

and plasmonic nanoparticles. Hopefully, in the near future, the sensor system presented in

this thesis will be developed into a platform for a rapid, repeatable, and easy-to-use sensor for

studying chemical and biochemical reactions at the single-molecule level.
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Maxwell’s equations in spherical

coordinates

The analytical solutions of WGMs in spherical resonators is provided in this section. The aim

is not to provide a rigorous step-wise derivation of the solutions, but to develop an intuition

for the origin of the key parameters of whispering gallery modes in spherical resonators. The

solution for the field inside and outside the resonator can be obtained by solving Maxwell’s

equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. Maxwell’s equations relate the electric

and magnetic components of the electromagnetic field as follows,

curl E +
∂

∂t
B = 0 (A.1a)

div B = 0 (A.1b)

div D = ρ (A.1c)

curl H− ∂

∂t
D = j. (A.1d)

Here, E = E(r, t) is the electric field vector with r as a vector in space and t the time variable,

B = B(r, t) is the magnetic flux, D = D(r, t) is the electric displacement vector, H = H(r, t)

is the magnetic field strength, ρ = ρ(r, t) is the electric charge density and j = j(r, t) = js + jc

is the current density in S.I. units. The values js and jc are the source current density and the

induced current density, respectively.

The auxiliary relations connect the magnetic flux to magnetic field strength and the electric

field to the electric displacement as,

B = µ0(H + M) (A.2a)

D = ε0E + P. (A.2b)

Here, M is the magnetization and P is the polarization.
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For electromagnetic fields in isotropic and linear material, the constitutive relationships give

M = χmH (A.3a)

D = ε0χeE (A.3b)

jc = σE (A.3c)

where, χm is the magnetic susceptibility and χe is the electric susceptibility and σ is the electric

conductivity. Assuming the media is free of induced currents jc = 0,

B = µH (A.4a)

D = εE (A.4b)

where, ε = ε0(1 +χe) = ε0εr is the dielectric permittivity and µ = µ0χm = µ0µr is the magnetic

permeability of the material. Here, the dimensionless quantities εr and µr are termed the

relative permittivity and permeability of the material, respectively. The speed of light in the

material is given by

v =
1

√
µrµ0εrε0

=
c

√
µrεr

(A.5)

where c = 1√
µ0ε0

is the speed of light in vacuum. The dielectric spherical resonators considered

in this work are non-magnetic and hence µr = 1. Hence, the speed of light in the medium is

v = c/
√
εr = c/n, where n is termed the refractive index of the material.

From (A.1) to (A.4) and taking the curl of (A.1a) and (A.1d), we get

∂2

∂t2
E− µεE = 0 (A.6a)

∂2

∂t2
B− µεB = 0. (A.6b)

Here, we have used the relation curl(curl V) = ∇(divV)−∆V, where V is a vector function

of space variables. Equations(A.6a) and (A.6b) are the vectorial Helmholtz equations. Since,

we are looking for sinusoidal fields of the form V = V0(r) exp (i(ωt+ φ(r)) with the angular

frequency ω and phase φ(r), (A.6a) and (A.6b) can be separated into the space and time

variables and must satisfy,

E
¯

+ k2E
¯

= 0 (A.7a)

B
¯

+ k2B
¯

= 0. (A.7b)

Here, the substitutions µr = 1 and k2 = ω2µ0ε have been made, where k is the wave number,

E
¯

= E0(r) exp (iφ(r)) and B
¯

= B0(r) exp (iφ(r)).

In the spherical coordinate system with space variables (r, θ, φ), the solutions to (A.7) are

obtained using the vectorial spherical harmonic functions and the Ricatti-Bessel functions. The

vectorial spherical harmonics can be derived from by scalar counterparts using the Hansen
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method93 and are defined as follows,

Xm
l = ∇Y m

l × r/
√

(l(l + 1) (A.8a)

Ym
l = r∇Y m

l /
√

(l(l + 1) (A.8b)

Zml = Y m
l r̂, (A.8c)

where Y m
l = Y m

l (θ, φ) are the scalar spherical harmonics. The Ricatti-Bessel functions are

defined as follows,

ψl(x) =

√
πx

2
Jl+ 1

2
(x) (A.9a)

χl(x) = −
√
πx

2
Yl+ 1

2
(x), (A.9b)

where J(x) and Y (x) are the Bessel’s functions of the first and second kind, respectively. The

vectorial spherical harmonics provide the angular distribution of the fields, while the Ricatti-

Bessel functions provide the radial component. The number l is an integer value that provides

the order of the spherical harmonic Y m
l is called the mode number. The number m can take

2l + 1 integer values from −l to l and is called the azimuthal mode number.
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Notes on sensor assembly and gold

nanorod functionalization

The WGM-plasmonic hybrid sensor presented in this thesis depends on the plasmonic enhance-

ment of the gold nanoparticles attached to the glass microsphere for detecting single entities in

solution. This Appendix provides more details and some common issues with sensor assembly

and functionalization of the gold nanorods used for sensing. One of the key steps in sensor assem-

bly is the attachment of the gold nanorod to the WGM cavity surface. Section 4.1.2 described a

procedure based on the electrostatic attachment of CTAB coated nanorods on the cavity surface

using a low pH method. Although this method provides an easy and efficient method of assem-

bling the nanorods on the cavity surface, the robustness of the attached nanorods in various

buffers is low. Typically, the nanorods remain stable in buffers with pH ≈ 3− 8 even with high

ionic strength ( 1M NaCl). However, at higher pH and in buffers containing surfactants such

as SDS or Tween20, the stability of the attachment is reduced. Figure B.1a shows a photograph

of the WGM microsphere on the experimental setup. The rectangular boxes mark the region

where gold nanoparticles are attached to the microsphere surface. The scattering from the gold

nanoparticles is clearly visible. Figure B.1b plots the normalized intensity fluctuations within

the rectangular regions indicated in Figure B.1a when the cavity is immersed in a solution of

0.2% SDS. It can be seen that while the changes in intensity within region I is negligible, the

intensity of region II fluctuates considerably. These changes in intensity arise from a change

in scattering from the nanorod within the region. The scattering of the nanorod changes due

to the motion of the nanorod on the surface of the microsphere. The SDS surfactant interacts

with the CTAB molecule on the nanorod and destabilizes the attachment of the nanorod to the

glass surface. The destabilization of the nanorods depends on various uncontrolled factors such

as the orientation of the nanoparticle on the surface, the density of CTAB on the particle and

the contact surface area between the nanoparticle and the glass. Hence, particle in region I with

likely more dense CTAB coating and higher surface contact is more stable compared to particle

II. In conclusion, it is important to test any new buffers after sensor assembly to exclude the

interaction of the buffer with the sensor.
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Figure B.1. (a) Photograph of the spherical micro resonator in the experimental setup. The
rectangular boxes mark a region with nanoparticles attached to the resonator. (b) Intensity
fluctuations within the rectangular regions of due to change in scattering from the nanoparticles
attached on the microsphere surface in 0.2% SDS solution.
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All-atom molecular dynamics

simulations in GROMACS

Molecular dynamics (MD) are simulations that enable the computational study of complex

biological problems such as protein stability, conformational changes, protein folding, protein-

ligand interaction, and transport in biological systems. At the simplest, MD simulates the

motion of atoms described in 3D space over time by solving the classical Newtonian equations

of motion. A biomolecule is represented as a set of points in 3D space. The initial static 3D

positions of each atom of a biomolecule such as a protein can be obtained from experimental

methods such as X-ray crystallography or Cryo-electron microscopy with extremely high pre-

cision in the single-digit Årange. The Protein Data Bank (PDB) provides a free repository for

all published structures of various biomolecules. Once the positions and initial velocities of the

atoms in biomolecules are known (initial velocities can be generated based on a specified tem-

perature), the time evolution of the system can be simulated by simply solving the Newtonian

equations. The two simple equations governing MD simulations are,

Fi =
dpi

dt
(C.1a)

Fi = −∇U (C.1b)

where Fi is the net force on an atom number i, pi is the momentum vector and U is the

potential energy of the system. From an initial state of the system and known potential energy,

the final state of the system after a small time-step is simulated by solving (C.1). Obtaining

accurate results from an MD simulation requires simulating very small time-steps in the order

of a fs and hence long time simulations in the order of µs - ms involves hundreds of thousands

of simulation steps. The computational cost of such a simulation is massive even for small

systems with a few thousand atoms and is difficult to process in practical timescales for modern

supercomputers. In this thesis, we perform 50 ns simulations due to the computational cost and

the resources available.

MD simulations hence require an accurate description of the potential energy of the system
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for providing realistic outcomes of the system dynamics. For a system with biomolecules such

as proteins/enzymes, the potential energy is described by two sets of equations defining the

bonded (dealing with atomic bonds) and non-bonded (dealing with electrostatic and Van der

Waals interactions). The bonded part of the potential energy is typically separated into different

interactions as follows,

Ubond(rij) =
1

2
kbij(rij − r0

ij)
2 (C.2a)

Uangle(θijk) =
1

2
kθijk(θijk − θ0

ijk)
2 (C.2b)

Uproper(φijkl) = kφ(1 + cos (nφ− φs)) (C.2c)

Uimproper(εijkl) =
1

2
kε(εijkl − ε0ijkl)2. (C.2d)

Here, Ubond defines the bond length rij stretching potential between atoms i and k, Uangle

defines bond-angle θijk stretching between atoms i, j and k, Uproper is the potential describing

the proper dihedral angle φ between ijk and jkl planes and Uimproper
i defines improper dihedral

potential between planes ijk and jkl with improper dihedral angle εijkl between the planes. The

terms kbij , k
θ
ijk, kφ, kε and r0

ij , θ
0
ijk, φs, ε

0
ijkl are constants that vary for each set of atoms. The

non-bonded potential energies are typically given as,

UCoulomb(rij) =
∑
i<j

1

4πε0

qiqj
rij

(C.3a)

ULJ(rij) =
∑
i<j

Aij
r12
ij

− Bij
r6
ij

, (C.3b)

where, UCoulomb is describes the electrostatic interactions and ULJ describes the Van der Waals

interactions, qi, qj are the partial charges on atoms i and j, rij is the interatomic distance, Aij

and Bij are constants.

The complete set of parameters (force constants, ideal bond lengths, bond angles, improper

dihedrals, proper dihedrals, partial charges, Van der Waals constants) describing the interaction

between different types of particles is called a force field. Typically, these parameters are

obtained empirically or via ab-intio quantum mechanical calculations using Discrete Functional

Theory (DFT). Many different parameterizations exist such as ff14SB,160 CHARMM161 and

OPLS-AA.138 These force fields are in constant refinement to provide more accurate simulations

of biomolecular systems. The solutions to (C.1) are obtained numerically using the force field

parameters as inputs. Along with many force fields, there exist a multitude of open-source

massively parallelized solvers such as NAMD,28 LAMMPS,29 and GROMACS.30 In this thesis,

the OPLS-AAii force field138 is used to simulate the dynamics of the enzyme. An extension to

the OPLS-AA to include interactions of amino acids with gold < 111 > layers known as GolP-

OPLS139 is used to simulate the enzyme-gold interactions. The simulations were performed

iThe improper dihedrals are meant to keep groups in plane (e.g. in aromatic rings) or prevent
molecules from flipping to their mirror images.

iiThe OPLS force field uses the Ryckaert-Bellemans function for proper dihedral potential as
Uproper(φijkl) =

∑5
n=0 Cn(cos (φ− 180o))n
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using the GROMACS software package.137 The main steps for performing MD simulations as

described below. A detailed step-wise tutorial for simulating a protein using GROMACS is

available online at http://www.mdtutorials.com/gmx/lysozyme/.

The goal of the MD simulations here is to study the effect of the gold surface of the enzyme

attached to it. Hence, two different simulations were performed, one for enzyme-free in solvent

(water) and one for enzymes near an Au < 111 > surface. The first step in the simulation

process is to set up the simulation geometry. Since setting up the system for the enzyme gold

interaction is more complex, the procedure of the enzyme-gold simulation is described below.

The settings for the free enzyme simulation can be obtained by simply deleting the parts related

to the gold layer.
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C.1 Creating the simulation geometry

First, the coordinate file for the mutated enzyme S135C MalL is generated using the mutation

functions available in VMD starting from the base structure file available in PDB entry 4M56.

A topology file that contains all the parameters required to define the enzyme in the simulation

is generated using pdb2gmx and stored in the file "s135c.itp". To include the Au < 111 >

surface, new atom types have to be defined in the force field according to the definitions in

GolP-OPLS. The "atomtypes.atp" was edited to include new atom types as follows,

1 ; Atom types of AU layer

2 ; Name mass

3 AUB 196.97 ; Gold in Bulk

4 AUC 0.5 ; Gold Dipole (to account for polarization)

5 AUS 196.97 ; Gold on Surface

6 AUA 196.97 ; Gold on Surface near binding of S (Sulphur)

7 AUE 196.97 ; Gold at Edge

8 AUV 196.97 ; Gold at Vertex

9 AUI 196.97 ; Virtual Gold interaction site

10 AUJ 196.97 ; Virtual Gold interaction site near S binding

11 AUD 196.97 ; Dummy Gold interaction site for S binding
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New molecule types defining the gold surface atoms, gold virtual interaction types, and gold

bulk atoms are defined as follows,

1 [ moleculetype ]

2 ; Name nrexcl

3 GoldSurface 3

4 [ atoms ]

5 ; nr type resnr residue atom cgnr charge mass

typeB chargeB massB

6 1 AUS 1 AUS AU 1 -0.3 196.97 ;

qtot 0

7 2 AUC 1 AUS AUC 2 0.3 0.5 ;

qtot 0

8

9 [ constraints ]

10 1 2 1 0.07

11

12 #ifdef GOLDPOSRES

13 [ position_restraints ]

14 1 1 GLDFX GLDFY GLDFZ

15 #endif

16

17 #ifdef GPOSRES

18 [ position_restraints ]

19 1 1 1000 1000 1000

20 2 1 1000 1000 1000

21 #endif

1 [ moleculetype ]

2 ; Name nrexcl

3 GoldVirtualSite 3

4 [ atoms ]

5 ; nr type resnr residue atom cgnr charge mass

typeB chargeB massB

6 1 AUI 1 AUI AUI 1 0.0 196.97 ;

qtot 0

7

8 #ifdef GOLDPOSRES

9 [ position_restraints ]

10 1 1 GLDFX GLDFY GLDFZ

11 #endif

12

13 #ifdef GPOSRES

14 [ position_restraints ]

15 1 1 1000 1000 1000

16 #endif

1 [ moleculetype ]

2 ; Name nrexcl

3 GoldBulk 3
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4 [ atoms ]

5 ; nr type resnr residue atom cgnr charge mass

typeB chargeB massB

6 1 AUB 1 AUB AU 1 -0.3 196.97 ;

qtot 0

7 2 AUC 1 AUB AUC 2 0.3 0.5 ;

qtot 0

8

9 [ constraints ]

10 1 2 1 0.07

11

12 #ifdef GOLDPOSRES

13 [ position_restraints ]

14 1 1 GLDFX GLDFY GLDFZ

15 #endif

16

17 #ifdef GPOSRES

18 [ position_restraints ]

19 1 1 1000 1000 1000

20 2 1 1000 1000 1000

21 #endif
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The gold layer is then generated from a fcc unit cell with lattice constant a = 2.93 Å. Three

layers of gold atoms with Au surface layers on top and bottom are generated with dimensions

102 × 102 × 20 Å as shown in Figure 7.5b. The AUC atoms are generated randomly at a

fixed distance of 0.07 Å from the AUS or AUB atoms. The gold virtual sites are situated at

(a/2, a/2
√

3, 0) and (−a/2,−a/2
√

3, 0) in each surface unit cell. A simulation box of size 102

× 102 × 160 Å is created to enclose the system. The XY dimensions of the box fit exactly with

the XY size of the gold layer to avoid any improper interactions of the solvent or protein with

the gold atoms on the sides due to periodic boundary conditions. The Z size is chosen to be

large enough so that there are no interactions of the enzyme with its image.140
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C.2 Topology file, solvation and neutralization

To simulate realistic physiological conditions, the system is solvated, that is solvent molecules (

water) are added to the simulation. The resulting simulation geometry is shown in Figure 7.4.

Next, the system is neutralized by adding counter-ions equal to the net charge of the system.

This can be performed automatically in GROMACS using the tool genion by replacing water

molecules in the system with ions. The net charge of the S135C MalL system is −21e and hence

21 Na+ ions were added to neutralize the system. The final topology file looks as follows,

1 ; Include forcefield parameters

2 #include "../ oplsaag.ff/forcefield.itp"

3

4 ; Include protein topology

5 #include "s135c.itp"

6

7 ; Include gold topologies

8 #include "../ oplsaag.ff/gold_bulk.itp"

9 #include "../ oplsaag.ff/gold_virtual.itp"

10 #include "../ oplsaag.ff/gold_surface.itp"

11

12 ; Include water topology

13 #include "../ oplsaag.ff/spce.itp"

14

15 #ifdef POSRES_WATER

16 ; Position restraint for each water oxygen

17 [ position_restraints ]

18 ; i funct fcx fcy fcz

19 1 1 1000 1000 1000

20 #endif

21

22

23 ; Include generic topology for ions

24 #include "../ oplsaag.ff/ions.itp"

25

26 [ system ]

27 ; Name

28 Mall on gold in water

29

30 [ molecules ]

31 ; Compound #mols

32 Protein_chain_X 1

33 GoldBulk 4175

34 GoldVirtualSite 5600

35 GoldSurface 2800

36 SOL 60395

37 NA 21
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C.3 Energy mimimization

Before starting an actual simulation run, we have to ensure that the system has an appropriate

geometry and no steric clashes. Hence, the structure is gradually relaxed into a minimum

configuration using an energy minimization step. The energy minimization is performed using

the steepest descent integrator until the maximum force F < 1000 KJmol−1nm−1. A new group

containing all AU atoms are created using make_ndx for use with freezegrps. All Au atoms

are thus frozen in place in all directions as the gold Au atoms are much heavier than the rest.

This reduces the simulation cost considerably. The following input file is used with grompp to

create the simulation run,

1 ; minim.mdp - used as input into grompp to generate em.tpr

2 ; define = -DFLEXIBLE

3 ; Parameters describing what to do, when to stop , and what to save

4 integrator = steep ; Algorithm (steep = steepest descent

minimization)

5 emtol = 1000.0 ; Stop minimization when the maximum force

< 1000.0 kJ/mol/nm

6 emstep = 0.01 ; Minimization step size in ps

7 nsteps = 50000 ; Maximum number of (minimization) steps to

perform

8

9 nstlist = 1 ; Frequency to update the neighbor list and

long range forces

10 cutoff -scheme = Verlet ; Buffered neighbor searching

11 ns_type = grid ; Method to determine neighbor list (simple

, grid)

12 coulombtype = PME ; Treatment of long range electrostatic

interactions

13 rcoulomb = 1.0 ; Short -range electrostatic cut -off

14 rvdw -switch = 0.90 ;

15 rvdw = 1.0 ; Short -range Van der Waals cut -off

16 pbc = xyz ; Periodic Boundary Conditions in all 3

dimensions

17

18 ; Many warnings of large rotations of rods

19 ; may appear in the initial few ps of the simulation

20 ; to prevent them:

21 lincs_warnangle = 80

22

23 ; To keep au surface in place , freeze Au atoms.

24 ; The AU group has been defined via make_ndx

25 ; to contain all the AU atoms (’a AU ’).

26 freezegrps = AU AUI ; Freeze groups of AU and AUI

27 freezedim = Y Y Y Y Y Y ; freeze all dimensions

28 comm -mode = None ;
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C.4 Temperature equilibration

After ensuring a reasonable starting structure by energy minimization, the solvent and ions

must be equilibrated around the protein. Temperature equilibration is required to optimize the

solvent and ion orientation with the solute for the system at the simulation temperature (300

K in our case). The equilibration is conducted under an NVT ensemble (constant Number of

particles, Volume, and Temperature). Position restraints are applied to heavy atoms of the

enzyme (other than hydrogen) so the solvent can be equlibrated around the enzyme without

structural changes to the enzyme. The following input file is used in grompp in combination

with position restraints to create the simulation files,

1 title = NVT equibriation for S135C MalL on Au layer

2 define = -DPOSRES ; position restrain the protein

3 ; Run parameters

4 integrator = md ; leap -frog integrator

5 nsteps = 25000 ; 2 * 50000 = 100 ps

6 dt = 0.002 ; 2 fs

7 ; Output control

8 nstxout = 1000 ; save coordinates every 0.2 ps

9 nstvout = 1000 ; save velocities every 0.2 ps

10 nstenergy = 1000 ; save energies every 0.2 ps

11 nstlog = 1000 ; update log file every 0.2 ps

12 ; Bond parameters

13 continuation = yes ; first dynamics run

14 constraint_algorithm = lincs ; holonomic constraints

15 constraints = h-bonds ; all bonds (even heavy atom -H

bonds) constrained

16 lincs_iter = 1 ; accuracy of LINCS

17 lincs_order = 4 ; also related to accuracy

18 ; Neighborsearching

19 cutoff -scheme = Verlet ; Buffered neighbor searching

20 ns_type = grid ; search neighboring grid cels

21 nstlist = 10 ; 20 fs , largely irrelevant with Verlet

22 nsttcouple = 2 ;

23 rlist = 1 ; short -range neighborlist cutoff (in nm)

24 rcoulomb = 1 ; short -range electrostatic cutoff (in nm)

25 rvdw = 1 ; short -range van der Waals cutoff (in nm)

26 rvdw -switch = 0.9 ; where to start switching the LJ force

27 vdw -type = cut -off ; Twin range cut -offs with neighbor list cut

-off

28 vdw -modifier= Potential -shift ; Shift the Van der Waals potential by

a constant such that it is zero at the cut -off

29

30 ewald_rtol = 1e-6

31 ; Electrostatics

32 coulombtype = PME ; Particle Mesh Ewald for long -range

electrostatics

33 pme_order = 4 ; cubic interpolation
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34 fourierspacing = 0.10 ; grid spacing for FFT

35 ; Temperature coupling is on

36 tcoupl = nose -hoover ; modified Berendsen

thermostat

37 tc-grps = Protein Water_and_ions AUS AUB AUI ; two coupling groups

- more accurate

38 tau_t = 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ; time constant , in

ps

39 ref_t = 300 300 300 300 300 ; reference

temperature , one for each group , in K

40 ; Pressure coupling is off

41 pcoupl = no ; no pressure coupling in NVT

42 ; Periodic boundary conditions

43 pbc = xyz ; 3-D PBC

44 ; Dispersion correction

45 DispCorr = EnerPres ; account for cut -off vdW scheme

46 ; Velocity generation

47 gen_vel = no ; assign velocities from Maxwell distribution

48 gen_temp = 300 ; temperature for Maxwell distribution

49 gen_seed = -1 ; generate a random seed

50

51 ; Many warnings of large rotations of rods

52 ; may appear in the initial few ps of the simulation

53 ; to prevent them:

54 lincs_warnangle = 80

55 ; To keep au surface in place , freeze Au atoms.

56 ; The AU group has been defined via make_ndx

57 ; to contains all the AU atoms (’a AU ’).

58 freezegrps = AU AUI

59 freezedim = Y Y Y Y Y Y

60 comm_mode = None

The equilibration is performed for a duration of 50 ps in steps of 1 K. The value of ref_t is

changed from 1-300 K incrementally in each step. The equilibration has to be performed in steps

to avoid large kinetic energy differences between steps that can lead to the system exploding.
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C.5 Production MD run

After equilibration under an NVT ensemble, typically a pressure equilibration is performed

under an NPT ensemble. However, since GOLP-OPLS is not validated under an NPT ensem-

ble, this step is skipped in our simulations. This may result in clashes between solvent and

solute molecules during the course of the simulation. we have carefully checked the simulation

trajectory and found no clashes and hence an NVT ensemble is sufficient for our simulations.

The production run of the MD simultion is run of 50 ns per simulation using the folowing input

file to grompp,

1 title = GolP -OPLS Mall interaction with a Au <111>

surface

2 ; Run parameters

3 integrator = md ; leap -frog integrator

4 nsteps = 25000000 ; 2 * 500000 = 1000 ps (1 ns)

5 dt = 0.002 ; 2 fs

6

7 ; Output control

8 nstxout = 0 ; suppress bulky .trr file by

specifying

9 nstvout = 0 ; 0 for output frequency of nstxout

,

10 nstfout = 0 ; nstvout , and nstfout

11 nstenergy = 5000 ; save energies every 10.0 ps

12 nstlog = 5000 ; update log file every 10.0 ps

13 nstxout -compressed = 5000 ; save compressed coordinates every

10.0 ps

14 compressed -x-grps = System ; save the whole system

15

16 ; Bond parameters

17 continuation = yes ; Restarting after NPT

18 constraint_algorithm = lincs ; holonomic constraints

19 constraints = h-bonds ; bonds involving H are constrained

20 lincs_iter = 1 ; accuracy of LINCS

21 lincs_order = 4 ; also related to accuracy

22

23 ; Neighborsearching

24 cutoff -scheme = Verlet ; Buffered neighbor searching

25 ns_type = grid ; search neighboring grid cells

26 nstlist = 10 ; 20 fs , largely irrelevant with

Verlet scheme

27 nsttcouple = 2 ; temperature coupling frequency

28 nhchainlength = 1 ; chain length set to 1 for md

integrator

29 rcoulomb = 1.0 ; short -range electrostatic cutoff

(in nm)

30 rvdw = 1.0 ; short -range van der Waals cutoff

(in nm)
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31 rvdw -switch = 0.90 ; switching distance for short -

range van der Waals (in nm)

32

33 ; Electrostatics

34 coulombtype = PME ; Particle Mesh Ewald for long -

range electrostatics

35 pme_order = 4 ; cubic interpolation

36 ewald_rtol = 1e-6 ;

37 fourierspacing = 0.10 ; grid spacing for FFT

38

39 ; Temperature coupling is on

40 tcoupl = nose -hoover ; Nose -Hoover

thermostat

41 tc_grps = Protein Water_and_ions AUS AUB AUI ;

multiple groups - more accurate

42 tau_t = 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ; time

constant , in ps

43 ref_t = 300 300 300 300 300 ;

reference temperature , one for each group , in K

44

45 ; Pressure coupling is off

46 pcoupl = no ; no pressure coupling in NVT

47

48 ; Periodic boundary conditions

49 pbc = xyz ; 3-D PBC

50

51 ; Dispersion correction

52 DispCorr = EnerPres ; account for cut -off vdW scheme

53

54 ; Velocity generation

55 gen_vel = no ; Velocity generation is off

56

57 ; prevent warning due to large rod rotations in the first few steps

58 lincs_warnangle = 80

59

60 ; To keep au surface in place , freeze Au atoms.

61 freezegrps = AU AUI ; AU group created using make_ndx

(’a AU ’)

62 freezedim = Y Y Y Y Y Y ; freeze all dimensions

63 comm_mode = None ; no common mode correction
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